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866 Amber Lane
West Chester, PA 19382
March 12,2007

Arthur Coccodrilli, Chairman
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Mr. Coccodrilli,

The reputation of Pennsylvania as the Puppy Mill Capital of the East is disgraceful.
The atrocities placed upon dogs to make a profit should be an embarrassment for
our government. You now have the opportunity to do the right thing. Please ensure
that the new dog laws are passed, however, it is important for shelters and rescues
to be exempted from the kennel expansion and exercise requirements. Also, please
exempt foster homes from the kennel housing requirements, giving them separate
performance standards appropriate for home care.

Thank you for helping the animals who cannot speak for themselves.

Sincerely,

Christine P. Shaughness
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRC)
Arthur Coccodrilli
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing to ask two things related to the changes Governor Rendell has proposed to
the dog law regulations.

Non-profit animal welfare groups are not in the same category as the people doing the
kinds of things which these legislative changes are meant to address. They are the
organizations which struggle to deal with the "animal fallout" created by such people. As
such, their employees and board members have a clearer picture than most of many of the
things involved in the issues relevant to these regulations.

Please make sure that:

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and
fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care for
the dogs who are given up by their new families because of sickness and genetic
disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

Sincere thanks to Governor Rendell for his commitment to change the situation for puppy
mill animals in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

Susan H. Race
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To: R m m m o N
Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRC)
Arthur Coccodrilli
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101
Main Telephone: (717) 783-5417
March 13, 2007

Dear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing to ask two things related to the changes Governor Rendell has proposed to
the dog law regulations:

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and
fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care for
the dogs who are given up by their new families because of sickness and genetic
disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

I have worked in animal shelters and currently work for a non-profit animal welfare
group focused on increasing access to low-cost spay/neuter services for companion
animals. Non-profit animal welfare groups are not in the same category as the people
doing the kinds of things which these legislative changes are meant to address - they are
the organizations which struggle to deal with the "animal fallout" created by such people.
As such, their employees and board members have a clearer picture than most of many of
the things involved in the issues relevant to these regulations.

Sincerely,
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRiOp-UJMrnM
Arthur Coccodrilli,
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101
Main Telephone: (717) 783-5417
Fax: (717) 783-2664
Email: irrc@irrc.state.pa.us

I appreciate the efforts to stop the problem of puppy mills. I abhor any mistreatment of animals
and want to see this stopped. Having said that I believe that the following amendments should
be made to the existing proposal.

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues
and fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care
for the dogs who are given up by their new families because of sickness and
genetic disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

Thank you for being part of this important change. Let's all work together to stop
this animal abuse but at the same time help the proper animal rescue and welfare
groups. They should not be treated the same.

#
Winona F Wise

420 Avon Place

Philadelphia Pa 19116

www.winonawise@verizon.net

215 677-5901
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRC):
Arthur Coccodrilli,
333 Market Street, 14th Floor E
Harrisburg, PA 17101 '=
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Dear Mr. Coccodrilli, " g ,:; Q

I am writing to request the following be considered in the fight against the
atrocious "Puppy Mills" in Pennsylvania:

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues
and fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care
for the dogs who are given up by their new families because of sickness and
genetic disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

I support any laws, procedures, fines or movements to halt this terrible practice.

Sincerely: ^

Candf ce Slaterback
# t t s # # h , Pa.
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRC)
333 Market Street, 14th Floor . ' WdtNi;rNntHli\iUnl
Harrisburg, PA 17101 • . BEiKOwlKW

Dear Mr. Arthur Coccodrilli,

I applaud Governor Ed Rendell and his commitment to cracking down on the
puppy mills by proposing changes to dog law regulations. I support Governor
Rendell for his efforts and commitment. However, there are some major problems
with the new regulations. I hope the governor will work with local non-profit
rescue and foster groups to address these problems.

1) The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues
and fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care
for the dogs that are given up by their new families because of sickness and
genetic disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

Thank you for being a part of this important change.

Sincerely,

^ % Z y ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ^
Cindy Lichtstein
239 Stauffer Road
Pottstown, PA 19465
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRC)
Arthur Coccodrilli
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing to ask two things related to the changes Governor Rendell has proposed to
the dog law regulations.

Non-profit animal welfare groups are not in the same category as the people doing the
kinds of things which these legislative changes are meant to address. They are the
organizations which struggle to deal with the "animal fallout" created by such people. As
such, their employees and board members have a clearer picture than most of many of the
things involved in the issues relevant to these regulations.

Please make sure that:

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and
fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care for
the dogs who are given up by their new families because of sickness and genetic
disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

Sincere thanks to Governor Rendell for his commitment to change the situation for puppy
mill animals in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

Donald Eyth
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRC)
ArthurCoccodrilli # 7 MAR 19 AMU: 0 1
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisbur&PA 17101 ^PFNOENllEUiME
Main Telephone: (717) 783-5417 yBB COWMMON

March 13, 2007

Dear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing to ask two things related to the changes Governor Rendell has proposed to
the dog law regulations.

Non-profit animal welfare groups are not in the same category as the people doing the
kinds of things which these legislative changes are meant to address - they are the
organizations which struggle to deal with the "animal fallout" created by such people. As
such, their employees and board members have a clearer picture than most of many of the
things involved in the issues relevant to these regulations.

Please make sure that:

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and
fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care for
the dogs who are given up by their new families because of sickness and genetic
disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

Sincere thanks to Governor Rendell for his commitment to change the situation for puppy
mill animals in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely, /H
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRC)
Arthur Coccodrilli 207 MAR ( 9 AM l(: 0 0
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101 . ' MlRfNOe^RFQlATQW
Main Telephone: (717) 783-5417

March 14, 2007

Dear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing to ask two things related to the changes Governor Rendell has proposed to
the dog law regulations.

Non-profit animal welfare groups are not in the same category as the people doing the
kinds of things which these legislative changes are meant to address - they are the
organizations which struggle to deal with the "animal fallout" created by such people. As
such, their employees and board members have a clearer picture than most of many of the
things involved in the issues relevant to these regulations.

Please make sure that:

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and
fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care for
the dogs who are given up by their new families because of sickness and genetic
disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

Sincere thanks to Governor Rendell for his commitment to change the situation for puppy
mill animals in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,
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March 14,2007

Dear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing to ask two things related to the changes Governor Rendell has proposed to
the dog law regulations.

Non-profit animal welfare groups are.not in the same category as the people doing the
kinds of things which these legislative changes are meant to address - they are the
organizations which struggle to deal with the "animal fallout" created by such people. As
such, their employees and board members have a clearer picture than most of many of the
things involved in the issues relevant to these regulations.

Please make sure that:

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and
fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care for
the dogs who are given up by their new families because of sickness and genetic
disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

Sincere thanks to Governor Rendell for his commitment to change the situation for puppy
mill animals in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

N̂ VeW ((jfrJ/
Theodosia Regal
140 Remil Drive
Butler, PA 16001-2625
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March 14, 2007

Dear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing to ask two things related to the changes Governor Rendell has proposed to
the dog law regulations.

Non-profit animal welfare groups are not in the same category as the people doing the
kinds of things which these legislative changes are meant to address - they are the
organizations which struggle to deal with the "animal fallout" created by such people. As
such, their employees and board members have a clearer picture than most of many of the
things involved in the issues relevant to these regulations.

Please make sure that:

1. The Dbg Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and
fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care for
the dogs who are given up by their new families because of sickness and genetic
disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

Sincere thanks to Governor Rendell for his commitment to change the situation for puppy
mill animals in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

Mary Gamble
4311 Bakerstown-Culmerville Road
Gibsonia, PA 15044 •••••'•• '
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Attn: Mr. Arthur Coccodrilli, ! l -!L¥ * ;S • iUI'
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Re: Cracking down on Puppy Mills in Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. Coccodrilli:

Please note that I support and applaud Governor Rendell for his commitment to the problem of puppy
mills in Pennsylvania, but there are some major problems with the new regulations. I hope the
governor will work with Best Friends Animal Society and local non-profit rescue and foster groups to
address these problems.

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit animal welfare and
rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and fosters. These life-saving groups
are organized specifically to save and care for the dogs who are given up by their new families
because of sickness and genetic disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be included on the Dog
Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of animals in forming these regulations.

The conditions of these puppies are horrific, and they are in desperate need of our help. Please put an
end to the inhumane puppy mills in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

Linda K. Ott

Prisoners mi Greei
Pu$3ymitls Bm&d Misery
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRC):
Arthur Coccodrilli,
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101
Main Telephone: (717) 783-5417
Fax: (717) 783-2664
Email: irrc(5)irrc.state.pa.us

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels'should exempt all
non-profit animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-
kennel-based rescues and fosters. These life-saving groups are
organized specifically to save and care for the dogs who are given up
by their new families because of sickness and genetic disorders
caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups
should be included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better
represent the interests of animals in forming these regulations.

Thank you for your consideration:

I

Nancy J. Smith
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee
Arthur Coccodrilli
333 Market Street, 14* Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Mr. Coccodrilli:

I am writing because I want to help the animals that are unfortunately born, kept or sold
by Puppy Mills in PA.

The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit animal
welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and fosters. These
life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care for the dogs who are given
up by their new families because of sickness and genetic disorders caused by bad
breeding practices.

Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be included on
the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of animals in forming these
regulations.

Please help the animals that can not help themselves.

Thank you,

Jo î L.May (J l

1

Om
m
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRCipfcW UM.&i}i
Arthur Coccodrilli
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing to ask two things related to the changes Governor Rendell has proposed to
the dog law regulations concerning "puppy mills."

Non-profit animal welfare groups are not in the same category as the people doing the
kinds of things which these legislative changes are meant to address.

They are the organizations which struggle to deal with the "animal fallout" created by
such people. As such, their employees and board members have a clearer picture than
most of many of the things involved in the issues relevant to these regulations.

Please make sure that:

1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit
animal welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and
fosters. These life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care for
the dogs that are given up by their new families because of sickness and genetic
disorders caused by bad breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be
included on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of
animals in forming these regulations.

Sincere thanks to Governor Rendell for his commitment to change the situation for puppy
mill animals in Pennsylvania.

Very truly yours,

Linda L Binde
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Chairman of the Independent Regulatory Review Committee (IRRC):
Arthur Coccodrilli,
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Hello Mr. Coccodrilli,

I am writing to you because of my concern about what's happening in puppy mills across
the country, specifically in my home state of Pennsylvania. As I'm sure you are aware,
many Americans still buy their dogs from pet stores. And most pet stores get the dogs
from puppy mills - factory farms where thousands upon thousands of mother dogs spend
their entire lives in small wire cages giving birth afterbirth after birth to puppies of every

These puppy mills are places of horror - almost entirely unregulated. And the puppies
themselves are often sickly and suffering from genetic deformities that only show up
when it's too late to take them back to the store. Where do they end up? In our shelters
and our broken hearts.

Last fall, Gov. Ed Rendell (D) announced a commitment to cracking down on the puppy
mills by proposing changes to dog law regulations. I do support Gov. Rendell for his
commitment, but there are some major problems with the new regulations, and it is my
hope the governor will work with the Best Friends Animal Society and local non-profit
rescue and foster groups to address these problems.

I would like to specifically address:
1. The Dog Law regulations as applied to kennels should exempt all non-profit animal
welfare and rescue organizations, especially non-kennel-based rescues and fosters. These
life-saving groups are organized specifically to save and care for the dogs who are given
up by their new families because of sickness and genetic disorders caused by bad
breeding practices.

2. Representatives from non-profit animal welfare and rescue groups should be included
on the Dog Law Advisory Board to better represent the interests of animals in forming
these regulations.

Thank you very much for your time and consideration on this important matter.

Sincerely,

( } / A ^ L*&u&7



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P. S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a fiill lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.
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RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e. _
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender ==* fe?
2301 North Cameron Street =, 8 ff -y
Harrisbur&PA 17110-9408 Mgdg Q [71

February2,2007 S;;̂  _ ^ [I]

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations S i n ?=> [Tj

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e. _
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dpg feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely, v
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement FoEs
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture eg g
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender ;-;::;> ^
2301 North Cameron Street S ; mA
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408 gp

February 2,2007 =%

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act- The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless-of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
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space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.

4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof ofcurrent and proper veterinary care
for the dogJ" This provision..should, also, be amended to include-excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,



and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.

8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs locatedirLthe cages-below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog tcrretairr its body heat A dog-feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the-new regulations; As-a result, true hobby breeders-are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg,PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender, J:z

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I. fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.
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4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely ,̂
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender __, |qq
2301 North Cameron Street S'c^

Harrisburg,PA 17110-9408 ^ A

February 2, 2007 Mg

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations El|

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I. fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license. • » .

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure nouses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.
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4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
' 4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandly practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandly practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sw=dy. ^ j r ^ % ^ _
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RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I. fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license. .

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long • toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and.warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated.fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from. the law.
Good husbandly practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely, .
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Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.
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4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. §459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
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Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I. fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license. .

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to.be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack pf arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12.. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the clog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot, lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely, A <M /?
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RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
unden the Act. The_same people who were exempt from the_ former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, t strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed, kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3 .1 commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can. be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition frorrr breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage



space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.

4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the-dogl' This_provision should^ also_ he amended to include_excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,



and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.

8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogS-located-irLthe.cagesJielow.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog-to retain its body-heat. A dog-feels-most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the-new regulations-. As a result, true hobby-breeders are-still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.
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Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
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Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees'to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandly practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

/
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February 2, 2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I. fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license. .

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.
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4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following.areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901: .

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandly practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more clogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes 1 have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Atta:'Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license. •

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandly practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment, humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell* etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore^ I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty ^ A ^ and; incorporate them
hereinbV reference, SpecificaJJy^L ;; : : , r ; !

1. The penalties in § 21.4(ty(iii) for "failure; of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should reinain in Ae regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section shou^^Wfi^erstren^ a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance^#^he enclosure houses two dogs; it must provide double the cage
space thM wpu)d be ^ u i r ^ d ^ r a single dog. ^ h o u s e s three dogs, it must pAvide three
t j m e s # c a g e s p a c e , e # . ; ..,',-, , \ _ : - - i . s n ^ ; ^ . , ^ - o > - ^ / .•;;•;; •.•- • ••:•:,-;/. /;:•;. ' . r



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture! and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to wcWde excessiye matting and
excessively long toehails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S.§ 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State andfederallaws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State l # s relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper We of semcW seiWremd warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writihg and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting anunal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems; Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an mehm diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all prirnary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in me enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postiiral adjustments. Resting
boards areynecessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Pr^yiling resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environrjaent for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area pan contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and cheating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an errvMnmeht humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding mdugtry sWteŝ  the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific fouhdWom The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable iWbandry practices. They wj^ bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, thgseset forth in the A n i i ^ Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations w # not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dbg Law. Only kennels that keep, Mrbpr, board, shelter, sellj give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of26ormoWdtigsin one c^^dw year will be r ^
with the new regulations. As a r e s # , % & % are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry pr#ticesdicta#tW or more)
should comply with/certain enginee^og standard
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its relations are aimed at relating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
whatme breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred m Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

^ 6 ^ a ^ ^ ^ f/4 /Bz-Y/-^^"^



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: |yfeMaryBen^
2301 #o r$ Cameron &eet
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau 6f Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed#dbredmcommercia1bree Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed c h a ^ not bring lioW)y fer^d^
under the Act ThV same p e o ^
hobby breeders who r a i #
con#ue to be exempt under the r e # W f e^latwns.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
PreVentibn of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specif ic^

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with lieettSWe
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facihties in Pennsylvania This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agrknilture alii Bpsau of Dogj^aw l^iG^fflpitlbr
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe ^ p h ^ i c ^ c c i ^ p n
of each dog. However, me provisions ^
strengthened to state that me owrarmustprovii^?^^
for the dog." Thisprovision sbMdalso
excessively long toenails ^ indications &W^#We
grooming can lead to painful medical issues; for dogŝ  iiMltidijag skinlesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from M # e to keep toenMs^
Mofedv%me#tionsh6u%
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious <pgase or paras^
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
therequirementssetforthinSP.Srf 4S9̂ SM31; ; • - ^ ^

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
ow^er responsibilities'

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
andhepc^

3. State l a # relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State^a^ifederilawrei^gfo lack of arjrest powers,

proper use of search, seizum and warrants;
5. S t # # d ; $ d W l # ^ ##ng^ and shelters;
6. EI#Ws of cW#^ and heglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Re^rt-writiiigmdrW^
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

te##gy;
9. Basics ofinterpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease* abuse and neglect in

dogs;
11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative thatthe
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background*
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one anothW sJaould be prohibited Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even witha tray or partition between cages,it
is likely that the partitiom may overflow, causmg Aces, mne, food, water̂  and hair to fW
onto the dogs locaW in the pages below,

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an mch in diameter (9 gauge) or coaWm
Language should also be added requiring that all # ^
flooring also have a resting board of suffipient size to allow e&eh dog in the enclosure Is lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and r j e a b l e t o j ^
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow thes aiiinial t^ have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boWs will
foot lesions and otî er foot and leg i^
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retam its body heat. A dog feels most vWherable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can cdiitnbute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival stod^rds are s e p ^ ^ that rherely ajtows
for survival does hot necessarily make such Wenviron^ humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding indus|y states, #ehgihee^ngs tW
proposed regulations do have a scientiBc fbundatiom The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable^ husbatidry rtfactiees. They will engineering
standards up to par with^ if nô ^ AnimalWelfafe Act. Goiiteary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hojbby breeders under the
purview of the iDog Law. Only kennels that feeepj haibbr, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a<mntiddtivetotal of 26 or more dogs in^ one c^eridar year will be required to cprnply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobhy breeders are still exempt from ^
Good husbmdry practices # M e W of dogs (26 prmore)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health; safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed 9*4
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Dwayne Farver
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301;NorthiGarneron.Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations, / : .

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing; amendments to the # o § Law R:egulati6ns to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in conirnercial breeding o p r ^ ^ ^should also
be noted that the prqposW # a h # s to |^«;;.i^ptli|tM^IP: iiot brj|n| hoBliy feeders
under the Act. The sanje p#opW #hb ^ e W ^ # .
hobby breeders ^ ^
continue to be exeBnptundeirtte

Furthermore, I Mly supporl the cp^ American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals ;(A§PCA) oh behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, Istrohgly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "$ilur# of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $B00 per violation to $21 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the stahdards in the regulations aî d is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the; I ^ p p s n t ^ for
doublingjthe required- c ^ s i z #
to imptoye the quality of l i f e ; f o r ^ This
provision should remain in the fegWations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should bei further̂  strengthened by addingaprovision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure^ the primary enclosure must provide adeqtiate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc,



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires me dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regltbdiilg^orders of; veterinary care should be
strengthened to s t a ^ t h ^ ^ ^ w n e r ^ care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, includiii| skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keepPtbeiailsi •appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a Veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens^ Training in the .following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. §459^901 :

1. State laws relating; to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. S t # and federal 1 # ^ : ^

• '" 5. #a##d#d#^###%^to^^
6; Sasies- : :fc

referralito :^§0m-^iM^my
7. Ri!p||^writMg and^reeori&epmg;
8. OveMew of the" legal; system, court structure and

termihology;
9. BMics of m#rpre#g anihial behavior;
10. IderMfi<?atiori.ofifijury, disease^ abuse and neglect in
. (W'\_ '.. / / .̂  . . . .:

11. AiMmal hoarders; and
12. C i # # i # issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work wi&^ It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and. specifically H ^ police officers^ to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the levei Of hu##d ty p#tices ; a# carb req#;ed by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the emplog#0#ho pW^ and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an iH!^^ knowledge, backgrowid,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards,



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be ptohib%d. #acking cages
creates an^unnatural environment fpr the dogs/^
more d i # u # a # # a t e s sa#atioh ^M^&^^^:^^^§^.^^>:H
is likely t h a t ' M ^ ^ X ^ ' ^ ^ f s M ^ i M ^ ' ^ M ^ ' ^ ^ ^ # 6 d r # t e r , # d hair tff fall

9. The section on^vire mesh flooring should be amended to m#eit at ieasMsi|trict as the
federal A^mM#el#& Ac
eighth of an inch in diametef (9 gauge) m#&^w#a:materig
Language should also be addedfepir^
flooring also have arestmgb/^
a full lateral recumb^ K##g
boards are necessa^ to provide for the cpmfort of the Wg a 0 t o ;alo^ the 6a>iiinal fefive
some:#ie-#ay:f^
foot lesions and omer fbof:and I6g mj##s9to # dogsS.;.&. solid"restmi:sir&ee # # #
impervious to mois|uite is also a more l i iMl enyir^nrnMt |to the animal, provides a Baft-
free s # # e W ^r#le%#: dog to # a # # s body heat. A dog feeW most W#ra%le # e h
lying d<ywn, and f|f(iingli dog to h% oW^ Mumahe
standards and suiviyal#^
for survival does hot necessarily m ^

10. Contrary to fhat # ##%^ & # ^ ' ^ ^ $ ^ 6 r ^ ^ n g j K ( # ^ "s#eG%#:#
proposed,reg#Wonk do^:^ ' -- '#: :#^#'m, t&#bpo#d
regul#tiom;:ar&mor^
standards up to p% with, if not above, those s^ / ^ m a r # e l # e Act, Conrraryto
the hobby breeders'eonteMon?tp un#erthe
purview of t h e : ^ ^ i ^ r > t ^ ^ ^ : ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 ^ i V ^ i # # , sell, give awayv or

w im# ne#reg#atWns.: As^W
Goodhusbai^l&ctices d i e ^
should; p o r i i p | ^ ^
ofthedogs: #h^
breeding facil#es: i!bl$f^^-iife:ic^ :-f^^c^'^ not affect hoijby breeders, coniary to
vAatme'breeding con#a##gests .

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enlbreement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions .for dogs housed and
bred iii^Pennsylvania's cornrnercial kennels. The changes I have noted above Will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender •
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (he.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I M y support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof ofcurrent and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions &om excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a toy or partition between cages, it
is likely mat the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto me dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as Jhe
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires mat metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Atto: Ms, Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisbuig, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania^ I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and # e Bureati of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendi### # # e D0g Law Regula^ohs td imptove commons
for dogs housed and bred in coir#erci^
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act Th^ s a i n ^ ^
hirtiby breeders who raise, t # # # ^ 26 dogs per year), will
conlnue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

FurAennore, I iu% support liet-vcear^e^^^siajiiiiit^d" ":by" the American Sociefy for the

2. The Secretary shbuMbeinar^ # e suit to efijbih b^eWori of unlicensed kennels
whem#ken#is# is tiiible to
qualify for a license.

3. L c p m m e n d ^ ^ and u^ B u i ^ o f Dog Law Enforcement for
doubh^Me r ^ i i | d % e ^M
tomp^ye the quality of life for dogs in commercial breedmg#ilities in Pennsylvania. This
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4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Entocei^ent for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe Aephyskal condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regardmg orde^i of yetWoary care #QMld be
strengthened to state that the owner nw&provld?' |^
for the dog," I H s ^ r ^ s i p n s ^
excessively long toenails as mdi&tibns of lack 6f proper ve#rmary care. In^quaie
grooming can lead to painfM meo^al i s s ^
matting and leg and joint injuries from ^
Moreover, the section should feamend^ to r e | ^ ^ a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious dise^e or p a r a ^ ; or t r ^
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P#.# #9-90^# ;• - *

1. State laws f##ting to dog licensing, control and
omier respo#bi]ities;

2. State and; federal laws relatmg to animal care, cruelty
andheglec^

3. State laws rfMrig to togeaxms dogs;
4. S t # a n & # l ^

p f # e r # e o # # r % ^ ^ S ^ ^
5. ^ ^ a n d # # r # ^
6. •^M0^Q^:0f^^y^':y^^^--:mes^^6^ for

7. R j e p r f e w r i t ^ ^
8. X^e0i0 o£ the legal s y s t ^ court structure and

termiiiology;
9. Basils of iriterpreting animal behavior;
10. identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. C M # i # issues.

6. A new section should be added # the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when apphcable. It is imperative that the
department works with law em and specifically Humane Society police Officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and cafe of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and Other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto me dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighAofanmc^
Language should also be added requiring tfat aH primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size tp allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow me animal to have
some tune away #onx livingongraiedrifencifg. Proving resting bpardg will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuri# to tie # # A solid felting sikfhce ffipt is
impervious to moisture is also a more nataftal environtneht for the anmial, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain itsMSy heWi A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down^ and forcing a dbg to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival s tandards^ that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment htunane.

1Q. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering" standards specified in the
proposed re^a^ons do Mve a # The standards in the proposed
regulations a ^ m p ^ They will bring the engmeering
standards up to p ^ ^ v ^ C o n # ^ to
me hotib^ bmders' conteWon, # e n # r e # a ^ ^ willnot|ringlk)bb> breeders under the
purview of me:|)og Law, Orily kenrieis that keep., harbor, boards shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a aMiilatiye toted of 26 orMorvf^fcc^ will be required to coniply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hoiSby breeders are; still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure tife health, safety, and well being
of the dogs. The Dbg Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore^ the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
whatthe bjreedinĝ  conamum% sujge|ts. .;\ n ,

Once again, I commend the Departnient of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes Ihave noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Ca t ion Steeet
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of me state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment
on the proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to conmend the Department of Agriculture and theBureauof Dbg
Law Enforcement for proposingamendments to the Dog Law Regula^qns to improve
conditions for d^gs#useda#
I t s k o W # @ #
hobby breeders under # 6 %<*, The same people who were exempt from the former
r e g u W p # # h # y b t t A i * ^ ^

Furthermore, I J ^ support
Prevention of Cmelty to Amnaals\:(0§€A)^^M^_ of#m^^
them herein by reference. Speci6G^ly,I#dngiysupp^

1. The penalties in § 2l .4(l^ii^ for ̂ iailure of a^ individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed
kennels where tiie kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is
unable to <pa|iy M a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau, of Dog Law Enforcement
for doubLingsth^re|pir€d cage size. This is perhaps the rnQst important change that can
be m#d#t6i#pr##the quality ofl i#fordogs#<^^
Pennsy^ania> This provision should remain̂  in the reigulati^ regardless of opposition
from breeders. TMs section shou#be iirther s|reiig|benedfby adj^of a provision stating
that where more than one dog is housed in a primary enclosure, me primary enclosure
must provide adequate space for ail dogi For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs,
it must provide double the cage space that would be required for a single dog. If it
houses three dogs, it must provide three times the cage space, etc.

4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
for including a provision that require^^ physical



condition of each dog- However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care
should be strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proofof current and proper
veterinary care for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive
matting and excessively long toenails as indications of Jack of pipp#r veWnary care.
Inadequate grooming can lead to(painful medical issues for dogsj including skin lesions
i&m excessive mattmi and 1^
appropriately trimmed. Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog
wardens to order a veterinary check on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious
disease or parasite; or that appear to be m poor health where proof of current and proper
veterinary care is not provided.

5. Anew subsection shouldbe added t© § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand
upon the requirements set forth in 3 PS. § 459-901:

1. Sta# laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibiiities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care,
cruelty and neglect;

3. Stajt| lawsrela^flgte
4. Sjate and federal law mlatmg to lack of arrest

powers, proper use of search, seizure arid warrants;
5. Sta|eandfederallawsr^latin^ypouri^and

.sh#rs;; ''' "\\ \ :; " '
6. Basics of Gruel^wdmeglect^W

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-wriMng ##record-,keeping;
8. Overview ol^the legal systenij court siructure and

teiWnology;
9. Basics of mWrpretihg animal behavior;
10. I & n # c a # n of injury, disease, abuse and neglect

11. Aniinal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and
dog wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement whenapplicable. It is
imperative that the department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane
Society police officers; to ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Bog Law are
adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the
Act and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry
or handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge,
background, and experience in proper husbandry and care of degs to supervise others.
The licensee must be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such
standards. v : ~ ' • ~ - - - - •• -



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking
cages creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation
of the dogs more difficult and creates sanitation prpblenis. Even with a tray or partition
between cages, it is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food,
water, and hair to fall onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as
the federal Animal Welfare Act, wMchreqi&esthatm^
one-eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or
fiberglass. Language should also be added requirmg that all primary enclosures &at have
wire mesh flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the
enclosure to lie in a full lateral recumbent position and be able to nlake nprinal postural
adjustments. Resting boards are necessary to provide forthe comfort of the (i^|and to
allow the animal to have some tmeaw&y from living on g##d A
resting boards will result in fewer foot lesions and other foot and leg; injuries to the dogs.
A solid resting surface that is impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment
for the animal, provides a draft-free surface ajui etiables the dog;. to retain Its body heat. A
dog feels most vulnerable when lymgdow^
can contribute to anxiety. Humane standards m d s u r v i v ^ and
creating an environment that merely allows for survival does not necessarily make such
an environment humane. •

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in
the proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are rhore akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the
engineering standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth m the Animal Welfare
Act. Contrary to the hobby breeders' contention, thenew regula^on|will npt^ring
hobby breeders under the purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, hafjbor,
board, shelter, sell, give away, or transfe acw^/arive r o ^ o f ^ or metre cfogs in one
calendar year will be requiredto comply with the new regulations. As a result, time
hobby breeders are still exerhpt from the law. GoMhust^dry practices dic^te that
anyone harboring a larger nupiber of dogs (26 br more) should comply wi# certain
engineering standards to ensure the heal&, safety, and^well-being of the dpgs. The Dog
Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial breeding facilities.
Therefore, the new regulations will not affectjhobby breeders, contrary to what tiie
breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed
and bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will
further ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attti: Ms. Mary Bender .
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE; Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dbg Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to tfieDog Lavv ^ ^ a t i p n s to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bredm eenTrner<aâ
be noted that tile proposed d ^ n g ^ t ^
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the fonner regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders wJia rais^ b ^ d # # year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations. .
' ; \ ;"%p --:-ii^,:Ay:-:.zJ^K ; ""', ' • . ; . . ; • . . . -

FUrmemb#&
Pre#htibn;bf C r # # # # A ^ s ? ^
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1. The penalties in § 21.4(l^ui) for -fm|ure of an individual to cpmpl̂ y with licensure
provisions" snould be m«j r^^ $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the keMel is not in icompliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license. ' '• ..; !

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. "This is perhaps % m o # i n ^ ^
to improve te(juali6y of life for dogs in conamercial breedjr^ilieiljtie^ This
provision should reMain m p e reg^ regardless of opposition Aom breeders. This
section should be f^^er strengthened by adding a provision sWting that where more than one
dog is ^
all?d©p !#br4nlfflrj©ep if t h ^ ^ n ^ ^ h ^
s p a # t h # ( w o $ i d # r ^
times the cagei space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog jLaw Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current arid proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as p a t r o n s of lacic of p ^ p ^ v t o ^ cj^e. mlideqiiate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, includingskinlesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should beamended to require dogwardens to order a veiptinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S, § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State aiiid federal laws relatmg to animal care, cruelty
aridne^ect; ;

3. SWe laws relating to
4. State a n d ^

pr^^useofse^cl^se
5. Sta# and Meral laws ^
6. B # c s of cruehy arid #gl#ct investigations for

referrlpfto appropriate authorities;
7. Repo#wrltingandfecord-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system^ court structure and

t # # o l o g y ;
9. B a s # of interpreting animal behavior;
10. IdentiBcation of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

d(#
11. A#nal hoarders; and
12. CM liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulatioris mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate arid work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, # d specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally) the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, foody water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, wWch requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diarnetej.<a..ga^);^j(^^-isritli. amateiial such;as p l a ^ o r Jib^cglass,
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of suflcient size to allow eacht|e>g in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be #10 to m # norm^ postural jadjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the cOn#rt of the dog and :tG^atlx^ the animal to have
some time away from living on grated ffencingi Wviding msting War# w& result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg ihjuri# to the dogs. A solid #s t ingsur#e that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural enviWnment for the animal̂  provides a dfaft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lymg down, and forcing a dog to Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states^ the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scimtiSc foundation, the standards in the proposed
regulations are more akmto acreplabte engineering
standards up to par with, if not a # v e , # ^ the Animal Welfare Act. C0h#aryto
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations w ^ the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, boards shelter, selL give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. ThWfore, # new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

^ -/



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
PemsyJ^ania Departmeiit of Agriculture
Attn: Ms, Mary Bender
2301 N p h CameronStreet
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to comtnend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcernent for proposmg amendments to .tjse;:I^g,;|aw-^^a|6^';tt|!.iaiprove cpiiditions
for dogs housed and I ^ d i & c ^ ^

under *tie Act # e s^ge p ^ & ^ a t v e ^
hob̂  ###rs :#m#W, ̂ ^f^e^^r^^^^^M::^: :̂ r'##)̂ #U

Furthermore, I f u ^

L % r^ames^m
provisions" should fceta
v i o l a t i o n . . •• \\/--;-p:\:-^.-'K^\^:^::.:\^---r-/f:----:%- ••/:f:'.'-'.^-^: ,• ;-. •:..••;.' • .'

2. The Secretaiy-shoujtd be manda^ to file; suitsto - ^ i ^ ' ^ p ^ ^ ^ ^ i $ ^ ^ £ ^ i ^
where me ker#eLis not mcomp is unable to
qualify for a h'cense. ,

3. I commend M ̂ artment of-A^ulitS a##ie:B^au of Doĝ LaW Er%eemeiM: for
doiib||ii)e::re|u&^^
to irn#%:$el;§#|y/ of |fe for digs in .'B#W&c#;##§%$-#c'ili#s- & # # # # # # .
%is^v###W:r##:&m6#^ # s
s&^^^^hjt^l^ str^aien^lt ;ftlir%

all dogs. For instance, if'me enclosure houses t#o ddgŝ  it must provide #ubie # e Gage
spacrttewoulxfcberipijiedfor a sm^e;dog:5If itJhbSselthree dogs,it nrostpiovM three
#mes##/cageispac#etc.%»:%;-'^';-' r / % , •,; f • » i;.^nj\ w^^-^^-' -'<••'} w:'<-Mw v j - 5 -



4. I also commend the DeparMentof A^eWWeamABmeau of Dogiaw Briforcement for
kieluding a provision that requires the dog wardens to Visually obseh#the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of yeterinary care shoMd |>e
strengthened to state that the owner n % p # W d e ' ^ ^ # b f # r r %
care for the dog." This provision shoMaJso be a m # # d to W # ^ excessive noting # d
excessively long toenails as hdicationS of 1 ^
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog w ^ e n s % order <a veterinary check
on dogs mat exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite- or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current arid proper veterinary care is mrt provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand
upon the requirements set forth in 3 •!>,& §459-901: ;

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
o#iier responsibilities;

2. State an^ federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
andriegleGt; ' . . ;. , . .• . • • ' ...

3. Stateilaws relating to dangerous do|s;
4. State and federal law relating ib lack of arrest

p o W r # ^
5. State and federal laws relating to founds and

. - . . • • # # s ; y • - . . . • • • • . . • y " : : - . :
: / . '

6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for
referral to a ^ ^

7. j^ r t -wr i t ing a # recor##eping;
8. Overview of me legal system;, court structure and

terrm#Og^;
9. JB^ies^llaferpreting ariim^behaAdor;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abWe and neglect in

• • # # ; , ; . . . '

11. Aflinial hoarders; and
12. C M liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations m a i ^
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when apjp|a|le. Bis imperative iiiat
the departfnent work with law enfbreemeritj and specifically &#a#eSox)%% police officers,
to ensure that both me cfelty law^

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandly practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle anirnals should be supervised by an individual who has the/ktii^wledge, background,
md experience m proper W b w care of dogs to supervise o#e% The liceriseemust
be certain ̂ a t the superyis^



8. Stacking primary enclosures ontopof o ^ a W k # ^
creates an unnatural enwonmeiit for&e (|)gs. A|||iona|y, it /mikl!dbse||ati(3n otlbe
dogs more difficult and creates sanitation pMdtois^.;:||fen;wjth a My or partitipn bgtw^en
cages, it is likelyI^iliepi^^
to fell onto the dogs locat|d in thescag^below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as me
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires mat metgl strand flooring be greater #ian one-
eighth of an m©h in d i e ^
Language should also be added requ^
flooring also have a resting board of sific^^
a full lateral recumbent position and ̂ e a | | | B m ^ | i ^ ^
boards are necessary to 'provide - f o r t h f e [ ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ s - ^ 0 ^ : ' ^ ^ ^ B ' S ^ ^
some time away from hving on^a t ed . f ^c^ /P r^
foot lesion's, an̂ pther ^ : # ^ ^ K n ^ ^ # A l 3 # - " . %-#$^:W##%.#^' W'ls
impervious tosmGisture is also a Wren&Wal eny
free surface and enables thfevdog to retain•,its:-^0^imt, A dog f^s n^
lying down, and forcing a dpg to lie over an e ^ # 0 ^ can cor^#ute to # # # . #%ane
standards and survival W ^
for survival does not necessMly%

10. Contrary to wtiatte breeding i n | ^ ^
proppsed regrtatpns d o ^ h a v e ' r - $ j M e i i t i i g r ^ ^ ^ ^ f y - ^ ' : 8 ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ :

: J ^ ^
regulations are naoĵ  ak^ t6 acce|rtabS ':^iey'-^^^0M&:0a^^&0t^
star^ds^6)p#w#/^
the hObty breeders' conteMo^ u##rthe
purview oftheD6gBaw. Q i ^ : ^ f l i ^ : " ^ J ^ ^ 1 4 i ^ | ^ ^ i # % ' : # ! , g&e aw^ or
trarisfer a c # # # g # W (^2§or ̂ o^ <§|y M ^ ^
with -0- new, regfebm ''••^•^0^;^^^^--j^^i^^^^^:-^^;:^^:
Go#^and^ac$# <$^^.&B$^
sho^#Cb&plywi## stani^lsi toeiisiSethehe$l#i, saf%, andw#&beihg
of the dogs. Tlie Bog, Law andals regulation kre ai|ne| at reg^ating= larget arid coniinercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will iipt affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breedm^cornmuni^ suggests. :

Once agai% I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enjforeemelitjfbr ^pbs ing regulations matWll improve the conditions for dpgs housed and
bred in £enris^ The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dp# are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



2559 Mam moth Kennels
216 Sugar Run Rd r

Avella, PA 15312 !

w
Janwry30,2007 ' \ ' ^^ rH^ggry

Independent Regulatory Review Commission i. v
Attn: Arthur Coecodrilli, Chairman
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

bear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing in response to oppose the Dog Law Regulations Act 225 recently issued on
December 16, 2006. The current regulatory proposals in general are unenforceable and
extremely onerous when put into practice.

The proposed regulations call for kennels to be specific in regard to exercise and cleaning
records. These would require a substantial increase in manpower and time dedicated to
filling out written bureaucratic reports, it would be impossible to verify their accuracy. This
change would also divert the small business owner's time away from caring for their animals.

The bureau already requires the name, address, acquisition date, disposition date, type of
sale, breed, sex, color, whelping date, and identification number be recorded for each and
every dog sold, transferred, adopted, or given away. I f the department wishes to enforce
the law, they already have all information needed.

Unless the kennel has purchased, sold, or transferred more than 26 dogs in a calendar year
to the individual, it is impossible for the kennel to know if the individual is required to have
a Pennsylvania kennel license.

Additionally, kennels have been custom built to comply with the Department of Agricultures
Dog Law Enforcement standards that were based on USD A standards. The proposed
changes of this section will require the demolition of licensed and inspected kennels and the
rebuilding of entirely new dimensioned kennels. The average cost per kennel will be between
$30,000.00 and $500,000.00 each.

I sincerely urge that this proposal be rescinded and the U5DA standard be adopted in
Pennsylvania.

Yours Sincerely,



Little Bitty Paws Kennel
2559 451YerlaDr. RECEIVED

Windber, PA 15963

Independent Regulatory Review Commission iNl;H d :u i: H fcbliWiUm
Attn: Arthur Coccodrilli, Chairman RaBv 1 W::!iM. H
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101 January 31,2007

Dear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing in response to oppose the Dog Law Regulations Act 225 recently
issued on December 16,2006. The current regulatory proposals in general are
unenforceable and extremely onerous when put into practice.

The proposed regulations call for kennels to be specific in regard to exercise and
cleaning records. These would require a substantial increase in manpower and
time dedicated to filling out written bureaucratic reports, it would be impossible
to verify their accuracy. This change would also divert the small business
owner's time away from caring for their animals.

The bureau already requires the name, address, acquisition date, disposition
date, type of sale, breed, sex, color, whelping date, and identification number be
recorded for each and every dog sold, transferred, adopted, or given away. If the
department wishes to enforce the law, they already have all information needed.

Unless the kennel has purchased, sold, or transferred more than 26 dogs in a
calendar year to the individual, it is impossible for the kennel to know if the
individual is required to have a Pennsylvania kennel license.

Additionally, kennels have been custom built to comply with the Department of
Agricultures Dog Law Enforcement standards that were based on USD A
standards. The proposed changes of this section will require the demolition of
licensed and inspected kennels and the rebuilding of entirely new dimensioned
kennels. The average cost per kennel will be between $30,000.00 and $500,000.00

I sincerely urge that this proposal be rescinded and the USD A standard be
adopted in Pennsylvania.

Yours Sincerely,



John M Horning
2559 yg Centennial Road

Mifflinburg, PA 17844 R b C t l V

37 FEB - 6 AM B 45
January 19, 2007

Independent Regulatory Review Commission HcViLVVi)M:W:M
Attn: Arthur Coccodrilli, Chairman
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Chairman Coccodrilli,

I am writing in response to oppose the Dog Law Regulations Act 225 recently issued on
December 16, 2006. The current regulatory proposals in general are unenforceable and
extremely onerous when put into practice.

The proposed regulations call for kennels to be specific in regard to exercise and cleaning
records. These would require a substantial increase in manpower and time dedicated to
filling out written bureaucratic reports, it would be impossible to verify their accuracy. This
change would also divert the small business owner's time away from caring for their animals.

The bureau already requires the name, address, acquisition date, disposition date, type of
sale, breed, sex, color, whelping date, and identification number be recorded for each and
every dog sold, transferred, adopted, or given away. I f the department wishes to enforce
the law, they already have all information needed.

Unless the kennel has purchased, sold, or transferred more than 26 dogs in a calendar year
to the individual, it is impossible for the kennel to know if the individual is required to have
a Pennsylvania kennel license, X1JY(h) PR(? H J # J T20A/S OA/ DEALlMb

U/ZtH UA/LJSC-B/VCEO K"ZWEL$
Additionally, kennels have been custom built to comply with the Department of Agricultures
Dog Law Enforcement standards that were based on USDA standards. The proposed
changes of this section will require the demolition of licensed and inspected kennels and the
rebuilding of entirely new dimensioned kennels. The average cost per kennel will be between
$30,000.00 and $500,000.00 each.

I sincerely urge that this proposal be rescinded and the USDA standard be adopted in
Pennsylvania.

Yours Sincerely, ^L? ^ #k^*y



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301NorthCameronStreet
Harrisburg,PA 17110-9408

February 2, 2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement tor proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, i fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 f»er (Joy of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. 1 commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and. survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

1.0. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Qw%, -%fz^r



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2, 2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

(7



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Arm: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2, 2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
*L Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a foil lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely, \



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Atta: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408 v

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the ilnli iifT'^iijiT^iiita, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to&eDj&gL^w relat ions *

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture arid the Bureau of Dog Law
Er#rceme#for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred mcommer#al breeding o r # a # It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bniig K6bb^ brecfes
under the A^L The same people who were exempt from the former regulations $c
bx>b^ fot^el^ 26 dogs per yeai% will

Fu#iermore, I Mly support the cor#n#ikb sub#i#d by # e American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Aiumals (A£PGA).;bCb^^j(^4te^#qllb^- and mcorrmrate them
herein by reference. Specifically^ I Wnglysuppo##e following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(1)01) for "failure of an individual to comply wim licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $30(3Vper day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be rnaridafing to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in me regulations and is unable to
qualify itfaUcense.

3. I commend the D ^ of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the requited cage size, th is i s iperb^s^most im#rlWGba^e#atcmbe^
toimp^rove#&^ This
provision sr^tpi rê naiffl i» regardless of oppppi#n Mom Isrfeders. This
section should b^ f^e r s t r en sta#g mat where more than one
dog is housed?m a primary en#i6sW,&eprWary enclosure mustprovide^adequate space for
all dogs. Por msteaam, if the endosure i i^ cage
space |iat> would be required for a single dog. If it houses mree dogs, it must provide # e e
t i m e s t h e c a g e s p a c e , e t c i .•'•.'.• •:••:.• ••:••.. \.•:•..• : \ . - . . '../- • . • • • • - ; " • • - . : .



4. I also commend thefDepartment of Apiculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision n^t requires the dog wardens to visually observe#e physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary^ care should be
strengthened to state that theownertnust provide ''proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This^MX>vi|k^should|alsp be amended to include excessive mattings and
excessively long toenails as indici&Hons of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skdrflesions from excessive
matting and leg and^jbMt ^W^f i^m-fe i lure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should beamed dog wardens to order a vetelrihary check
on dogs that exhibit signs 6f Section, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current andproper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection«shouldt>e^dedto § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Trailing | i the followin|ifreas stomil<̂  t^ added into the regidjaitioris tci ̂ xp^oid upon.
therequirem&setfor^in3P.S.§459-901: ;

1. Steteilaws relating to dog licensing, control and
ovOTe^iesponsibiities; „

2. State ;MdW to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. S#te laws relathgtoM&ngerous dogs;
4. State a n d # d W l ^ powers,

iprojper useofeearcEjIseiziar^ an^^wacrants;
5. • S|ale arid %terall*ws relating topoundtand shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

r e ^ a l to appropriate authorities;
7. #eport?w#tmgandrefo#-keep^
8. Overview of Wie legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. B a s i c s ^
10; IdenWication of injury^ disease, abuse and neglect in

1.1. Ani&al hoarders; and

6. A new section should W # ^ Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work wi#Mw#ifofcem It is imperative that the
department work with law erAmembnt and^specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure lhat both me cruelty l a ^

7. A new section should be added to &e Regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out ^ e level of husband^ Act
and its regulations. AddiWnaHy, me e m p l ^ or
handle a^ir^s should be supervised by^a^ background,
and experience in proper husbandry andiear« of d^^ Ihelicensee must
be certamth^ the supervisor a^^



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation pf the dogs
more difficult and creates samtation problems. Even with a iiay or partition between cages, it
is likely that me partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that m|fal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of ajajneh in(diameter (? gaiige) or coated wiliamaterialmckm^m^MW^^ass.
Language should also be added requiring that all pripai^^ mesh
flooring Wso#^ to lie in
a full lateral jieeuinb&it fb^^m0^a^%m^s nionm||f^tu|al §0tMms^s. Resting
boards are f| |essa|| to provide for the com6)gpf t ^ i p g Mid | | a | ^ ^ ^ # m a l # # #

•fi jbt; ; ies^?pd-im^^M';ie | :mj^es: # h e / d # ' A , s#L^# : s#&ce^mat i s
impemoiKlb moisture is also*;'& m0es natoral Saviro^ne^ ibr meanimal, provides a draft-
fiee sur&# and mwbles # # % ^ W # its # # # ^ t . A d#g^#e# Wost v#erable when
lymg dow% ̂  fbjnc^ eiiiife8& tqi amdety. Humane
stmdardst#dsu#iv#sWd^
for survival: does notjoec^ssjaru^jn^^

10. C p n 1 ^ # w l # A e & ^ sp#$#inthe
prp$os##re^a## do:haw;#^&&##' $tito$i$m ^ 4 # # ^ W : ; # ^ p # o s e d ^
; r e g W W W s ; m # o W ^ # # ^ ^
s W W & u p W # r w % i % ^ ^ Anin#%#%eAct Cp#riryto
the hMfy :%&i&fe& ©onientioft ^

;pUme^:;pf^Mg;|iiW^O^
t r an^Q^^^^
with me n # ^ul#ons.; ##ms^;We;"#^
:Gopd#u## id r^# t i cW# •
« s h o # c p n ^ ^ ' # # m # % | ( ^ ^
ofm^dbgs. f h ^ S o ^ ^ ^
bree^mig faeces. Therefore, me i i # regulations will nol a&ct hpbby breedeis, conMry to

;wha^eW#ng:cp#mm%-sugg#^ i •-•.•';. -J; :.'X. : \ ' <

Once agaiOi I commetid the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enfbicejn%t &r p ) i ^
bred<& P e # # # a M # #mm#ia l W The changes I h ^ n o t p above will fWher
ensur̂ e that s#h dpgs are protecW. TWik ̂ you for your time and consideration.
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of thestate of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (Le.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than, 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

jftirttelhom, I ftilly support the comments ̂ submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behabT of its members, and incorporate them
herein by. reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following-

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased 66m $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 _per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with me standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This isperhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs incommercial breedingifecilrties in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain m the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. Tills
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure/nie primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.
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4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current mdproper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indicMbns of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries ̂ Erorn Mure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection^cbntagipus disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added jto § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P,S. § 459-901.:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and irederal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relying to dangerous dogs;
4. State and ^deral law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search^ Seizure andwarrants;
5. State and jfederaTilaws relating tocpjoundsand shelters;
6VBasics of cruelty^^andtn^lect iinvestigations for

fefeiral to&ppTopriate authorities;
7. iRfiport^&g'an^lecord^epingj
8. Overview ofithe legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics ibf interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identhidation of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal#ioarders; and
12. Civil liabih'ty issues.

6. A new section should be added to|hejTe|guMora and dog
wardens coordinate and Jwork with law is imperative that the
department work with law enfbrcement^and, ;splciffialiy|Hurnane: Society police officers, to
ensure that boththe cruelty laws^and^ D o g i i a w ^

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry o u M h e l e ^ ^ care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who* provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that me supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.
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8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food* water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal WelfarpsAct, which requires? that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch indiameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a j r e i ^ board of sufficient
afull lateral recumbentiposition and be able to make noiroal postural adjustments. Resting
boards! are necessary to provide forthe comfort of thedog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
-foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surfaceiand, enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lyingdown, and fbrcing% dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards Inci survival standards -are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for suryivalldoes not necessarily make such an environment humane.

101 Contrary tbwhat the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations a|e»moreakinto acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standardsup&Ojipar with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the%obbybreedeis%contention'ithe newiregulations willnot^bring hobbyibreeders under the

ipurview of thegDog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer tf cumulative total of 26 or more1 dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, mie hobby breeders are irt^ law.
Good husbandry^ practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number-of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with, certainjengineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs^ The Dog Lawand its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding#cilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what Wbreedingcbmmuniry suggests.

Once again, I cornmend <lhe Department of Agriculture and ¥the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred k Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes 1 have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

"^PjM U. &U&4&LU-/S-'-



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Atta: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPC A) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure nouses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current andproper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect' investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10* Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law-enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fell
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the healthy safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: iVfs.-Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms~Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment
on the proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I wopld JiJce to commend the Department of Agrtmlftjre and the-Bim^aj4^vf ftng
Law Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve
conditions for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania.
It should also be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring
hobby breedersjunderJheAct. JChejsamepeople whn were exempt from fhe-focmer
regulations (i.e. hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs
per year), will continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Fur&ermor^JL6iUy_aippjOo#^ -the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate
them herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. ThepenalliesJn4^L4(J^(iii)ibrlifailure of^nJn^vidualJx)xomply4vitJi4ic«HSttre
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Sei^elaryjshould bejnandatiagto^
kennels where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is
unable to qualify for a license.

3. I commeridJJieJ^artmeiitxtfAgriaihitt
for doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can
be made to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in
Pennsylvania. This provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition
from breeders. Jli&W&oiij&OJuMJjeiiulh^ stating
thaf where more than one dog is housed in a primary enclosure, me primary enclosure
must provide adequate space for all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs,
it must provide double the cage space that would be required for a single dog. If it
houses threedo^,itjnustproyM^

4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
for including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical



condition of each-dog. Jlowestet, Jheprovisionsxegar-ding-or-ders xxf veterinary-eare
should be strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper
veterinary care for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive
matting and excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care.
Inadequate grooming can lead to painful medial issues for dngs, including skin Jesifmf:
front excessive matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails
appropriately trimmed. Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog
wardens to order a veterinary check on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious
disease-or_parasite; orihalappeartoJseinpxuirJiealthj*^^
veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand
upon the rejpirementsjsetfojrthin 3 P.S. §459-90-1-:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care,
cruelty-and-^iegleet;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest

powers, proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State-and federal laws relating to pounds and

shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. RejpoJt-writing andrecord-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification xjfinj«ry,-disease, abuse and neglect

W o g s ;
11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new^ectmn_ahoiild_be_addediojh&z^
dog wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is
imperative that the department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane
Society police officers, to ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are
adequately-enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the
Act and jlsjregulatiojis,-A^ti^^
or handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge,
background, and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others.
The licensee must be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such
standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking
cages creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation
of the dogs more difficult and creates sanitation problems. _Even with fl tray-arjpattiti&n
between cages, it is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food,
water, and hair to fall onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should he. amex\<\eA tn ryiakp. itiafdeflst-as^fric^re
the federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than
one-eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or
fiberglass. Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have
wire mesh flojaringalsoiay^^jEstmgJwariijjfjsuffi^
enclosure to lie in a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural
adjustments. Resting boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to
allow the animal to have some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing
resting boards wilLresnltinfb^iboiiesions^andjother foot and4eg injuries4o the-dogs.
A sofid resting surface that is impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment
for the animal, provides a draft-free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A
dog feels most vulnerable when lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area
can contribuieJo-anxiety. JEtumanejstandards_andjsuryiv^i^andaids^are^^aiate, and
creating an environment that merely allows for survival does not necessarily make such
an environment humane.

10. Contraryio wiiatJheJjreedingJndustry slatevJJiejengineering-stai^ar4s^pedfiedin
the proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the
engineering standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare
Act. Contzary_toJh&Mbby_bfeeders\j
hobby breeders under the purview of the Dog Law. Onty kennels that keep, harbor,
board, shelter, sell, give away, or transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one
calendar year will be required to comply with the new regulations. As a result, true
hobby breeders-are^still-exempt frojnJheJaw. Good-husbandrypractiees^iictate that

-anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more) should comply with certain
engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being of the dogs. The Dog
Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial breeding facilities.
Therefore,Jhe newiregulatiojisjwilljw.t.afi^thoibyjjreeders^ontmry to what 4he
breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed
and bred in^rinsyJvania!sxommercialJcennels. J h e jshange&_Lhave-noted-above-wiH
further ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
Deirdre Fowler



JJpreau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment
on the proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog
Law Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve
conditions for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania.
It should also be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring
hobby breeders under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former
regulations (i.e. hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs
per year), will continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate
them herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed
kennels where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is
unable to qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
for doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can
be made to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in
Pennsylvania. This provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition
from breeders. This section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating
that where more than one dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure
must provide adequate space for all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs,
it must provide double the cage space that would be required for a single dog. If it
houses three dogs, it must provide three times the cage space, etc.

4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
for including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical



condition of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care
should be strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper
veterinary care for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive
matting and excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care.
Inadequate grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions
from excessive matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails
appropriately trimmed. Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog
wardens to order a veterinary check on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious
disease or parasite; or that appear to be in poor health where proof of current and proper
veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand
upon the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care,
cruelty and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest

powers, proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and

shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect

in dogs;
11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and
dog wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is
imperative that the department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane
Society police officers, to ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are
adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the
Act and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry
or handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge,
background, and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others.
The licensee must be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such
standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking
cages creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation
of the dogs more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition
between cages, it is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food,
water, and hair to fall onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as
the federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than
one-eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or
fiberglass. Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have
wire mesh flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the
enclosure to lie in a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural
adjustments. Resting boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to
allow the animal to have some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing
resting boards will result in fewer foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs.
A solid resting surface that is impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment
for the animal, provides a draft-free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A
dog feels most vulnerable when lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area
can contribute to anxiety. Humane standards and survival standards are separate, and
creating an environment that merely allows for survival does not necessarily make such
an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in
the proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the
engineering standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare
Act. Contrary to the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring
hobby breeders under the purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor,
board, shelter, sell, give away, or transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one
calendar year will be required to comply with the new regulations. As a result, true
hobby breeders are still exempt from the law. Good husbandry practices dictate that
anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more) should comply with certain
engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being of the dogs. The Dog
Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial breeding facilities.
Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to what the
breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed
and bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will
further ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

f



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007 ,

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Hanisburg,PA 17110-9408

February 10,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, 1fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog arid to allow the animal to have
sometime away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 2l.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the eage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



j . I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog L^w are adequately enforced,

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
sometime away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations mat will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Ms. Mary Bender
Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA-17110-9408
February 5, 2007

RE: ID #2-152 (#2559)

Dear Ms Bender:

It has been brought to my attention that the Pennsylvania Dog Law regulations are
undergoing revision and that you are soliciting public comment. I am writing to express
strong opposition to the current revisions for a number of reasons. While it is admirable
and desirable to address the issue of dog abuse and the deplorable conditions of puppy
mills, the implementation of the proposed revised regulations (referenced above) would
be likely to have nearly the opposite effect.

I sought out a reputable breeder when the time came for our family to add a puppy to our
household. This breeder has a well-earned reputation for producing dogs that have ~
achieved international awards, yet this same breeder would be forced to cease her
contributions to the breed if these regulations go through. This Can't be the intention of
the writers of these regulations, yet that's the effect they would have.

Reputable breeders spend vast amounts of time and money in procuring and caring for
dogs that are the most exemplary individuals of their breed. While these are often show
dogs, receiving training and conditioning and nutrition and health care of the highest
order, at the same time these dogs are also companions who share the breeders' home.
Under the proposed rules, these loved family members would be required to be housed in
nearly industrial conditions. That is probably one of the most unacceptable aspects of
these regulations...they essentially condemn dogs to be kept as commercial livestock,
without ever feeling the grass beneath their feet or getting to curl up on a couch or play
with other dogs. The net effect would be a life of misery for most dogs, regardless of
how warm and dry and clean they may be. The breeders who care most for their dogs
would be forced out of breeding and showing by the exorbitant costs of compliance with
these regulations, leaving the dog-loving public little recourse but to shop for puppies at
pet stores, which in turn procure their pups from puppy mills and commercial 'growers'
who care nothing for the happiness or welfare of their dogs, regarding them only as
commodies capable of generating a profit.

These regulations don't stop with breeders. Boarding kennel operators, groomers, rescue
leagues, trainers, veterinarians, search & rescue teams,..anyone who cares for more than a
handful of dogs would come under the reach of this dangerous precedent. The impact on
the economy can't be underestimated; we are a dog-loving culture and the collapse of the
small businesses that support the care of our beloved pets would reverberate throughout
the Commonwealth.



In an effort to better the conditions for the dogs of our state, much could be accomplished
by funding more Dog Law inspectors, more frequent inspections, and expanded
education of the public in order to help buyers to locate reputable breeders whose dogs
aren't mass-produced with profit as the only incentive to breeding. I appeal to you to
rescind these changes.

Sincerely, _ ^



Ms. Mary Bender
Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408
February 5, 2007

RE: ID #2-152 (#2559)

Dear Ms Bender:

It has been brought to my attention that the Pennsylvania Dog Law regulations are
undergoing revision and that you are soliciting public comment. I am writing to express
strong opposition to the current revisions for a number of reasons. While it is admirable
and desirable to address the issue of dog abuse and the deplorable conditions of puppy
mills, the implementation of the proposed revised regulations (referenced above) would
be likely to have nearly the opposite effect.

I sought out a reputable breeder when the time came for our family to add a puppy to our
household. This breeder has a well-earned reputation for producing dogs that have
achieved international awards, yet this same breeder would be forced to cease her
contributions to the breed if these regulations go through. This can't be the intention of
the writers of these regulations, yet that's the effect they would have.
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Reputable breeders spend vast amounts of time and money in procuring and caring for
dogs that are the most exemplary individuals of their breed. While these are often show
dogs, receiving training and conditioning and nutrition and health care of the highest
order, at the same time these dogs are also companions who share the breeders' home.
Under the proposed rules, these loved family members would be required to be housed in
nearly industrial conditions. That is probably one of the most unacceptable aspects of
these regulations...they essentially condemn dogs to be kept as commercial livestock,
without ever feeling the grass beneath their feet or getting to curl up on a couch or play
with other dogs. The net effect would be a life of misery for most dogs, regardless of
how warm and dry and clean they may be. The breeders who care most for their dogs
would be forced out of breeding and showing by the exorbitant costs of compliance with
these regulations, leaving the dog-loving public little recourse but to shop for puppies at
pet stores, which in turn procure their pups from puppy mills and commercial 'growers'
who care nothing for the happiness or welfare of their dogs, regarding them only as
commodies capable of generating a profit.

These regulations don't stop with breeders. Boarding kennel operators, groomers, rescue
leagues, trainers, veterinarians, search & rescue teams.,.anyone who cares for more than a
handful of dogs would come under the reach of this dangerous precedent. The impact on
the economy can't be underestimated; we are a dog-loving culture and the collapse of the
small businesses that support the care of our beloved pets would reverberate throughout
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In an effort to better the conditions for the dogs of our state, much could be accomplished
by funding more Dog Law inspectors, more frequent inspections, and expanded
education of the public in order to help buyers to locate reputable breeders whose dogs
aren't mass-produced with profit as the only incentive to breeding. I appeal to you to
rescind these changes.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (Le.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(lXiii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 PS. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

dogs;
11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set form in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative toted of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
23 01 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg,PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty.to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3 . 1 commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc. *



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages bejow.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely, r y —\



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-940.8

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enfmc^enl^
fordogs housidaridf bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (Le.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully 'support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable; to
qualify for a license.

3 . 1 commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs;' For instance, if the enclosure housestwo: dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three

,--:fnr"'l-'V!'Vr



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to §2.1.30 clarifying' the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Givil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make norjmal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allovf the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
freesur^^^
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, # e hew regulations will not affect hobby breeders^ contrary to
what the breeding community suggests. •• ' • • !

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

P4U*~y<- M &Z3JT



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
PennsylvaniaDepartnJent ofAgriculture
Attn: J^^iy.i^a^
2301 mrthl^anieroi Street
Harrisburg,PA 17110r9408

February 13,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

I respectfully submit this comment onthe proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would l%e t o # m m # ^ W D e # r ^
Enforcenfnf for pj|osiip ̂ ^ ^ § ^ ! & i ^ ^ r ^ ^ ^ p : 0 ^ - # # #
for dogs#Wd and^i#Wm#^bre@^
be noti iat the tro^§dSife t̂  ^ îgtions do #$l)r%hol|##W#
underl|e S£cfc. - ^ i ^ ^ 0 ^ ^ ^ : j i ^ ^ ^ m - ^ a ^ t . r îiiifU (fee.
hobby breeders #he #$% %#d;# i#^ s^,e|Ci fewer tKaii 26 dogs # r # 0 , will
conltoiilo be exempt i ^e r^^

. , - . . • • • • • • • • • : - : • • • • • ; , , . : - ; , ; • • • . . . • /

Furt##ore, I fup su|pp|lr;tbe #6%0#-$#o§i#:.by.#."Amen0#' ;S##^ . -##
P r e # # n o f W A # # W n #
herein by re##ce.Sr^iBc#

1. %e penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) 6r ^#ure of an indi#ual to comply w# licensure
proyisibns" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed fennels
where the felfinel is not in con^Uance with Ihe standards in the regulations and is unable to
ipaliryifo)" a license.

3. Ico#ne#dthe Der###ntof^ r i# l tu re and the Bureau o f ^ g L|iw Enforcement for
doubli# the re^uW cage s%. # i s i s j # W p s m e n w
to improve the qu^ityof life fe dogs inmn&ne#M&#ed^ This
prov#ioh shpWd #n*in in the regulations^ i ^ g g ^ s s p i opjp^io^ TMs
sec#nsh^u^ b e l t e r s#en#tenedbyad
dogis housed in a^r#^e#losure,#e^^^p space for
all dog& For Wmce, iftheemlbsure fipfusls two dog% it rnyst provide doiible pie ;;;cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide ihree
timesthetiag? space, etc

4. Ialsoeomi^
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition



of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also b> ^tnended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as iBdications of laejs: of proper vetetmary care, madequate
grooming can lead to painful | | e ^ excessive
matting and leg and joint W^sftom & i l # # keep toe## appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should b^atrterided to retire dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit s i ^ o f m % k ) % contagiipdfeease or pajKa#e; or that appear to be in
pcwr health where prootofcwrleW^

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. f 459-9Q1:

1. State lawsirelataig to dog licensing, control and
o^erres^nsibilities;

2. $^eand federal laws rdatir^ to anmaT care, cruelty
a # m e g l e c t ; ' • ; " .. '/•'"•:/• '•'••".

3. $^&wsr^lat%todangeromdogs;
4. St^a^lelelFaliawreM

proper use of search,, seizurei and^warrants;

6. Ba^s of cru#y and neg#ct investigations for
referral*) a j ^ p ^ e l r i ^ ^ .

7. Re|^writiMg anirecord-l^eping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

teWinplogy;
9. Wics of interpreting animal behavior;
lO.Iden^uication of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

• . < w '• • ' • • ' " • • •• • .

11. Ammal hpardeis; # d
12. CrviA liability issues.

6. A new section should be added totheregulationA mandating that the pepartoent and dog
wardeM|oor4inateiand;^^]p^-kw.je^i^HQfihtwhenajgpWble. Itj§imp^mtivethattibe
departn^nt work with^law^eifo^
ensure that bom the cruelty

7. A new section should be added to me regulations requiring mat a licensee n # t have
enough eEBpkjyees to carry out the level of ̂ sbandry pî KSî es aid care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care mi husbandry or
handlê  aiioalsi shoiild be supervised by an individual who has 6 Wwledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to s||pervise others. The licensee must
be pertain that the supervisor and <c^^

8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs, Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs



more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fell
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flporing should Ŵ  at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, fifch requires th^ metal strand ftooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (f gauge} or coatef with a material such as plastic or rlbearglass.
Language should also be addfdrecjturmg tria| all p « r ^ ^ have wire rn£sh
ftooring also have a resting bpald of suiBcienl size to allow each (log ai the enclosure to Win
a full lateral recumbent position an^ be able to make norrnal postural adjustments. R§stiijg
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog arkl to allow the animal to h # e
sometime away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result infevver
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A s#l#WWg sur^ce that is
impervious to moisture is also a more na^al ehyfefipent for feauiinja^ gr0v$|es a draft-
free surface and enables the ^ g ^ r e ^
lying down, and forcmg a ̂ ^ t 0 lie over?^ e ^ s ^ a ^ Hiimane
standards and survival starida^ are septate, aind eireiating wtea&fa^
for survival does not necess#ily make such an en#dnrr^nt EWane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed r e g ^ ;%W: ;s i^^%:#;$K\;^pj9sed
regulations are more al^ to a|cepti^ tt
standards^ to p^withi ̂ jm0^i0§i^00^^.J>ii^^i^^^ W#ryto
the hobby breeds' c o n t e n ^ % n # ^
purview •^^'^^••^^-<^^^^:^^j^^rf[

!^^^^fy'^^ii^^ or •
transfera tnmulafH>e iotaltf26&&
with the new illations. A^ a result, fc^^
Good htisbandry ^
should coni»]y with certain ^
o f # dogs. The W g L a w ^
breediril feclities. There^^ thê  a fWh###seders ,cohn^
what thê breeding comrnunity suggests.

lince #un? 1 cotopnaend # Qejpartment of A|flci|rjjre attd the Bureau of Dbg Law
Enforce#ent forjmp0s^& wiil improve th^ wr#tjons for dqgs housed and
bred inPe«#ylvania's ##Wercial kernels. The changes I ha^e Bbte îabove will further
ensure that such dogs are proiMed. Thalk you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Departmentof Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North «Pamerp;n:Sttpt;
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As aioneemed citiierf oipiestate ofPennsylvanp, I respect&lly subnet this coinnient oh the
proposed changes to meDb^Lawregulatians:

First, I would like t p c b ^ tfMilW*

here:m:byreier^e.v;iie:c;ffici^ : # # ^ % # # # W ; # b # g : ; ; 2 ; . % % V ' t ^ ';Z ^ ^

1. Thep#al# in § %
provi&pis '̂slioW
v i o l a t i o n . • '•• • ; - . ^ _ . . : ; ... , ' ..: : ; . . V . ... :. : ,

2. Me Secretar| shoulibilna^^
whie Mk^nef is ̂ M<$i$$^e^^ Wi^i^^WW^^^^M^W^^
qu###ra#e#e. ;] ̂ '-K1^^' '::'r;[{;^;;^

3. Ic0inmW# Agriculture arid the Bureau of Dog LawEr#r#m^

to irhpfciWthe quality pfUfe^^ This



4. I also commend the department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be

for the dog. This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toepails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries ;fiorh failure to ke#p toehails appropriately trirrimed.
Moreover, the sec1ipnsh#ld be arneMed to require dogwardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exMbitsigig% in
poor health where proof of current ^ p r o p e r veterm care is not provided.

5. § new;Mabsecionfshould be' adledlo § 2§fo clitfyiig the reqtred training for dog
wardens. Training in the fblloMigfreas slould i?e added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 4^9-!#l:

1. State laws delating to dog licensing, control and
owmer resp#sij)ilMes;

2. S t ^ M ^ e t i - i w s relating to aiMal care, cruelty

3. Statelawsplaongtodangeraus dogs;
4. State md^feW^

. . •'• :p ; f^et?u |^o: fse : |^ : s#^
5. State anjifed^la^
6. Basics of cr#l# # ^ n#lect mvestigatioiis for

. 7. , # # # r # # % # a g # W ^ ^ ; / . : - : , , y \ r : •. •• ••. •

8. # # # # # # # # Ay#e% CoW sWW W

10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in
' - : # s ; . : . • . . • . . ; ; • : • ' . " • ; . ' " • \ . .

# . #imal hpafders; a #
•• •••-." •- ' m . # # h a % i ^ i § s u e s r ' ^ * . V - - r '

6. A new section should be added to deregulations vi^t^^^J^^^^ja^^^-.m^dag
wardens cdor^ateandwo^
depa^ent%orkwi#^^^
ensure thatbb# the cmel^ are adequately enforced.

7. A nevv se#pn should be added to the regjlatioiis mq##g %at a licensee mtust have
enough employees to can^out M-ieVel' o f ) i B ^ g ^ ! : i ^ ^ i ; ^ ^ t t i ^ ^ k 0 ^ Act

a n # e ^ M # ^ e & ^ Tiei licelsle must
be certain that the supervisor alido1h% employees c ^
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RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a conceFned citizen p f $ # # # e of f e$m^$mai: I resp§##Wly submit this comment
on'tne;propdsef c n ^ e s v f e : : i e - i i o ^ ^ • : :;^- .-; • j ... . .H • ;;

mmmmagmamimmmm

#^mm^mm#mmm
4. l\#o#bna^^ '
te il^ding # pB^ioi | ^ dBs|rye thiefhysical
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disease or p a r ^ r t e ; or th& a | | ^
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5. A hew sxibsection #t##added # i##@##%&#-M^W'#W#%##^
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8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one pother should be prohibited. Stacking
cages creates an unnatural enyironment|br the <^
of the dogs more d i ip^ t aM
betvreeii cages; it & ^
watery and hair to fall onto the dogs located m the cages below.

9. The section on wire: mesh fioori^ tn^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^"IM^ a s

the feliM i a ^
one-eigM of an inch in diaineter (9 g^^^^'^^^^^^-MM'^j^^yr
fiberglass. Lan|uagfe shodd also he a d ^
wire mesh #ppMg#o have SL resting;b^d^^i|%n¥si|e^to
enclosure to % in mliilllate^ t6*^mrm#pjQstW
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Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to"the*regu]ations d^ not briiig hbbby breeders
under the Act. The same peoplewho were exemptfrom theformer regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure nouses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural, environmentfor the dogs. Additionally*-it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partitionbetween cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow; causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below. a ;

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessiary to proyideibr the comfort-of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting hoards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the b^eedm^ engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations dp have; a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to accep#bl%h^ will bring me engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set form in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law, Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of26 or more dogs m one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or mpre)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau Of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania It ehould also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support i W # # m e # subtnitted by the Americm Society for the
Prevention of Cruel^
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support &e&llbwing:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling me required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania, This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is h o u ^ m a p̂ r̂ m r̂y enclosure^ the prirnary enclosure must provide adequate spacei for
all dogs. For irisMci, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it rhust provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
t i m e s # c # s p # e ; e t c . - - ^ ' • • • •-• ^ . - ^



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provife '̂ prpof of current t^prefer weterin^ care
for the # g c This provision should also be aMendid jti inelude excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues &r dogs/including skmlisions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenailsi appropriately trimmed.
Moreover* me section should be amend#torg#^ed check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection^ contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the fallowing areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper We of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and#deral laws^relatirigfe pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. B âsics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liabjlily issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated withfa ihatetial suchas plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog ill the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dogandto allow thestnimal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid restmg surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural #vironment for me animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to he over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to aCc^table husbandry practices. They wintering the engineering
standards up to par withs if not above, tto Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 2*% w w ôrg dbgy in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facih'ties; Therefore, me mew regulations will not affecthobby breeders, contrary to
what me breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than, 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention '& Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
heKm-byre&Mce. S p l ^ W l y j M a g 1 y ' ^ s ^ r M m & ^ ! - ' ' ' - - ; '

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to compry with iiceriSure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
spaee;thaf would tie requireEfbr a single •do;gv>ctf it lh6usfesvthree- dogs, it must provide three

,.7it.. ...;n, ,



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
1he requirements set forth in 3 P;S; § 459*901: .

I. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2., State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

I1. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot-lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, giveaway, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely.
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CdckeyWlle, MiylMd 21030

February 5,200'7

Bureau of DogLaw •Enforcement
Pemsylvania Department of Agricuiture
Atth: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110-9408

Re: Comme# On proposed Bog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender:

As a concerned •citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this eonirnent on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

•;„;,. . F i r s i , " t ^ i | § ^ of :#0:#a$

regulations,

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Ariiffials (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and iricorpofate them herein by
reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following::

i: The penalties in § 21,4(i)(iii) for "faiOtoe of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" shoul#be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25^ to *$3(%.'per day dfviolation;

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed Kefmels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regailatioris and is unable to qualify for
a license. : . V

3. I cpm|nen|ffie Department of A ^

primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for all dogs. For instance, if



the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage space that would be requited for a
single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three times the cage space, etc.

4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog t aw Enforcenierit for
including a provision that requiresJie dog, Wa|dejfts ^
dog. However, tiie provisions regarding orders W
the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care lor' the'|l6g.'' feis provision
should also be amended to include excessive matting and excessively long toWails as indications of
lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate grooming can lead to pair#l rne^
including skin lesions from excessive matting arid leg ^ d joiflt mjunes from iMlmre to k:e£p tderiails
appropriately trimmed. Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a
veterinary check on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear
to be in poor health where proof of current arid proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be' added to § 21.3#clarifying the required trainittf :for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon the
requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901: . ' "''••'/.'-"' V:^-..

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and owner
responsibilities; . • V/ ; . • • , .

I. Statesand federal laws relating to anirnal care, cruelty and neglect;
3. State laws reliarig to dangerous sdogs;
4 . . State and federallaW relating to lack of arrest powers, proper use of . ,

s e a r ^ , s e i z u r e ^ d w a r r ^ t s - ;•'•;.. '. • , "•••"•.. : / " ; / W " ' .
5;. Slate and $ d W l ^ _
6. Basics of cruelty and heglect investigations for referral to appropriate

authorities; • . / '.•; . / ; ' " ' : . ' \ "•; .". ' / ; ..' ;.
7. Report-writing andrecord-keepi^g;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and terminology;
9. Basics of integrating animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in dogs;
II. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement When applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enfofcernent, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to ensure
that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act and its
regulations. Additionally^ the employees who provide for care arid husbandry or handle animals
should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background, and experience in proper
husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must be certain that the supervisor and
other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking Cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs more
difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with array or partition between cages, it is likely that
the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall onto the dogs located in
the cages below. , • •

• . • • • ' . • - • . . - - ; . • . - , • • • • . ; • • • , . - . . . . , . . . - . • . ; . • • • - ; • ; • • • - . •

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-eighth of
an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fibergl^s^ ^scgiia^e should
also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire ihesh flooring also have a resting
board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in a full lateral recumbent position
and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting boards are necessary to provide for the
comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have some time away from living on grated fencing,
providing resting boards will.re$iiltin."fe îfer ^.^l^^i^^^^.^ther foot^d^ie^^jiitiiis to trJipJgs. A
solid resting surface that is impervious t©1 moistiie is also a more natural envifOWeht for thW'aninml,
providesa draft-free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable
when lying down, and forcing adog; to lie over an exposed area can con^bufe to anxiety, Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows for
survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The stand^ds # the proposed regulations #
more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering ^#nd^dgiip to par
with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to the hobby; breeders'
contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the purview of the JDpg; Law.
Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or transfer a cwmdative total of'26 or
more dogs in onecalendar year will be required to comply with the new regulations.' As aresult, true
hobby breeders are still exempt from the law. G-ood husbandry practices dictate that anyone
harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more) should comply with certain engineering standards to
ensure the health, safety, and well-being of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at
regulating larger and commercial breeding facilities^ Therefore, the new regulations will not affect
hobby breeders, contrary tp what the breeding edrnniunity suggests.

'•;•• rf®mee-agai% I command the #epaftni#t- of Agriculture and 4he; Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and bred in
Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further ensure that such
dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration. "\ '

Si



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrishurg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law R^^ations to improve condi|ons
for dogs housed and bred in mrnm#ei0breedmgopera# It should also
be noted that tM J r o ^
under the A^, f^ # & & r re^WtWs (i.e.
hojbby b r e e d s w # W ^ | l | ^ , ; # # i # : ^ ^ e r than 2 6 % ^ p e i y # # wiU
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations. V

Furthermore, I fWly sup^rt %e comments submitted by the American. Society for the
Prevention of Cr#lty fo A n w # WPCA) on behalf of # members, and mcorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to copply with licensure
provisions" should be increased # m $25 to $300 per violati#to $25 to $300 per day of
violatiori.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation pf unlicensed kennels
where the keniiel is not in compliance wilh the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. l commend the department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doublmg the required cage size. This is perhaps th§ most irnportant change that can be made
to improve me q ^ This
provision should ibrnain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section shoulfi Be further strength^ addigg a provision sailing that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the prlrnaryehc^
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space tiiat would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it rhust provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current arid proper veterinarycare
for the dog." This provision should aS^.M^mi^o^MM^^ excessive m | t^g ; |pd
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care.; %&&qmte
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs/including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails apprajjriately trimjtned.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dbg wardens to order a veteriiiary dheck
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clari|ying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should b^ added ̂ to the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S,§ 459^01:

1. State laws%la#g to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to aninial pare, cruelty
andiaegleet;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. S W ; a W # d ^ l a w f A ^ ^ l ^ powers,

proper use of search, $®^QM$*N®riwti$>
5. State and##ral l a # s % l a %
6. Basics of i:^^^^,'i^^^^vBeifts^^m for

7. Rjepor^w## and record'ke#ing;
8. & W e y of the legal system^ court sWcture and

teinMG^ogy;
9. Basics of interpreting anim^
10. IdentiEcatipn of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in
'#;',' ' ' ' . " ' - ' -' '. .

11. Aiirnal hoarders; and
12. CMl|abilityissues.

V ' " . • ; : ; . . : • % ' ' " • / : ' - - • , r , . . •

6. A new section should be added to trie regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcernent, and̂  specifically llum Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and &e Dog t a w are adequately enforced

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the Jevel of husbandly practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Addition#y,#e employes who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another shoWd be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural envkonment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
mo^ difficult aqd creates sanitation pro^erris. EvA\#iatrayor partition be|w^en cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fell
onto the dogs located in me cages belp^. i

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, vMch re<ju]r^ begBatathfeone-
eighth of ah inch m diameter ^ ^ ^ ^
Language should #so be ad̂ ded reqwmg tW
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to all|w ea0 dpgmthe etKifosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position andbe a#$ to# #es#g
boards are necessary to promde for #e co|ni^^£
some time away f W # # n g # gr#d fei#hg. ,# )v id^re#r#<bo; r#wi^## '# f#er
foot lesions and other foot;W%. 1 ^ e s % . # ' d % ; % : = s ^ # i ^ ^ s # ^ < ^ i s / .
impervious to moisture is; al|o a x m ^ ^ ^ ^ e ^ G M ^ - M ^ B r m M , ' p # % S } a ' : d j # - "
free surfece and eiiaMe^
lying down, andfor^mga d ^ ^ Hunaane
standards and survival stahdlrds aresej^rate, ahdcrea^g#en%oW
for survival does not necessary make such an environ^

10. Contrary to what the breeding: ip|Mi^ s^tes^thee^ ##e
proposel/' relg^ations;.v.do.': ̂ sgsv!ei;:-^'.^^efi^^- ^^i^(iiSl^^"V'-;"'JSi^Vs^ii^^; W^^S^-v^wq^^Si
regulations a W # 8 i & . ^ ^
standards up # p ^ w ^
W hobby breeders' contention, the # w r^|iati|ns will not bring hcpy breeders unier the
purview of the I)iog Law. Only k e n ^ or
tm#fer a # W # # f W qfM <&wM dogs in^ oife cien|ar yjear wil be rebuildN|& coniply
with the ne r̂ regulations. As a resu^ true r ^ b ^ ^ b ^ d ^ are s ^ ^e^np^ fr^i the law.
Good husb | r id^ | ra^s d p ^ alai#nuj^p##%
should comply w ^ the he^h, sa#ly,andvvW#ie^
of me dogs. The airned^at aegul^t||g larger arid coninie^
breeding Wcilities. ThmSc^ the ne\ | r%yla^ons will not ^ ^ hlb1>y b^eders, contrary to
what the breeding conBjuhi1^ggest| 1 •

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing fegWa#pns that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred inPennsylyania's comrnercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Y^/%^



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Atto: Ms. Mary Bender : -h[— ; v> j v '!

2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

• • • : • ' •

Dear Ms. Bender, I

As a concerned.citizen of ti^ s j ^ o f Pfittris^v^riiaj Ir^sjectfMly submitthis^comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.^ :

First, I would like to commend t h e D ^ a # # n t of A#icultu0 and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing arnend^enfe to ;f|| Dog$aw Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred m commercial breeding opeMipnsm Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobb> breeders
under the Act. The same people who Were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, Mee# ^ W ^ ^ W # W k # # # 6 d o # # e r # » r ) , #ill
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fu%vsupj Society for the
Pmven#npf Cruelty to A#Ws(A^^ and incorporate them
herembyreference. S p e c ^

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with Mcensure
provisions'' should be increased ifrom $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violatipn. J

2. The Secretary should be mandating to rlWuit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
w h e r e i ^ incompliance with#e stamd#ds in Ae fegulationsand isi&able#
qualify for a license. '

3. I commend the Department of Apiculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps;^ m o s t i ^ ^ change.that can be made
to improve ̂ e quahl^ of life for dogs m d0mrnefci# breedirig facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should J e m ^ in the r e ^ This
section should be rurther strengmene# by MdWg ̂  that where more man one
dog ishoijsed^^ adequate space for
all dogs. For in^ dogs, it must provide i o ^ e me cage
;[#e l h a t ^ ^ | j e ; required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must pi-oviMe ihfee
i: nes the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Bog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually obsWe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions |egardiitg orders pPp^^ty/'-<^;'fk&iM- be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide ' ^ o f o f < ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ care
for the dog," TMs p ^ i s i ^ s ^ ^
excessively long toenails as in#c#6ns bf lack oi£ pft>£er^j^^^^i^^' ; ' '0^sq^sie
grooming can lead to painful medical issue| for dogs, j#lu&^
matting and leg and joint juries from &ilure to keep toehmls appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, me section should be maendM #re#zre d ^ W d # # # order a^e#Hnafy check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, con^gious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and propeB veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should he added to;|, 21.30 clarifying the flquired; graining for dog
wardens. Training in the following; areas sh||ild be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 PS. § 4 5 9 # §

1. State 1#$ #Wmg to dog licensing, control and
o\vherres|^i#jties; ' '• • ' . . .

2. State andjei||ral laws relating to animal care, cruelty
aMne^ct; I . . . , .'

3. St#e i ^ rating to #^erous dogs;
4. S^aii^|allawr|l|^

' :p^##e'^e#^ ^
• 5. •Sia^ari^fei|a|;l^*ei||i

6. Sa|ics of i|^Nf a i l | i ^ ^ investigations for
refeJEralto a ^ p i ^ a u ^ i t i e s ;

7. Rep6rt-writiii§ and record-keeping;
8. OVeirview oi^the legal system, court structure and

. ' W ^ l p g y ; 1 "•••• - .•••

9. la|fes of'inteljreting anim^ behavior;
10. Idjeiffication | f injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Apttlalhoard^Es; and
i ± # v # i # ^ & s g & -- ^ ,:i ..: :

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and W##i8cally Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the relations requiAig that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care requjredlby the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle annals shoWd be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top o f # e another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it naakesobservation of me dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Evenwima#aym cages, it
is likely #at the partitions r h ^ overflow, pausing feees, urm% food, wa% and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the ca||s%elow. |

9. The section on wire mesh floorkg shoj§d be amended to rnake it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, wMeii requi^s that mefal strand flooprig be greater than one-
eighth of an inch indiameter (9 gauge}or#ated with ai materialsiieh as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be ad[de|t * e | ^ ^ wire mesh
flooring also have a resting bpyd o|s^fid;Sit size to allow eadfedogin mfe^ticlosureto he in
a full lateral recu|n%ent p o s i l ^ ad|t|perits: .3$est£bg
boards are necessary to provide for the contort of t l#j^g andJi Jtlow ^ 'animal lo have
some tune away i i m living ^ g®^d; feit||g. &pvidirl§res#^0ards#!l result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot iM feg i |ij^|J to J § ; dogs, A l i l d resting surface mat is
impervious to moisture is •^::i0^i^^f0^p^^: for##imal;%
free surface and enables the c l o g : $ Q ' ' t ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ 0 ^ : A - ^ > j ^ M ^ mc##JneiWe when
lying down, and forcing a dog to 1W o^er coW#ute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standa^fe are s e p | r ^ | a ^ allows
for survival does not necessarily make such a^ enviro^^t huinarie.

10. Contrary to what thê  breeding Mitotry|tafes; #eengineef^vstm#rds specified in the
proposed regulations do have a. .s^##f|c#' # # # # n . Tie stand|pd| In the proposed
regulations are more akm to#ce#^
standards up to par wim^ if n o t l ^ %
the hobby breeders' contention 1ĥ  new regfla^^
purview of the Dog Law, OMyke#e l s#W'k^ sell, give away, or
transfera cumulative totalof'26or mor^dog^ m one calendar year w#be required to eomply
with the new regulations. As a r e su l^ t ^ are still exen^p t^
Good husbandry practices dictate ̂  #yone|lim'b^rWg a iarger number o||ogs (26 or more)
should comply wlm certain ef^%# and well-being
of the dogs, The Dog Law a ^ its reg^ati00.are aimed at regulating larger and commercial:
breedmg#ilities. $*refor#%newr%#l&o^^nbi#f%cthobjbybreeders,c#itra##
what the! breeding community suggests! *

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels, i The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thahkyoitfor your time and consideration.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture .. ^
Atm: Ms. Mary Bender
2301North Cameron Street >
Harrisburgi PA 17110-9408

February 2, 2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exehipt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed* move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
con^iiiueitobe exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I; fe% usupp*orfe#)e: cor^nients s#mttgd By # e ^encari;"%dety-for the
Prevention of Cmeltyfto* Aid membe^
herein by reference, specifically, I strongly support me following: !; ' ;i? O : :; ''•'••

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with Hcensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
wW^mf " " 7 " : / - _ - - \ - : - ' - - - ^ :- : - - - . ,r

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for aiicense. ! '

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in aprimary enclosure, the primary enclpsureh^ust provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instmee;r^
space that would be required for a single doĝ  If it Houses three dogs, it'fnust provide three
tirhesthe cage space]; etcocL •• i ^ < , • , ; ; , .



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of currej^c^pr^ry^maaiy care
for the dog" This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be adied to% 2i.f§darifyin§ the reqlired training for dog
wardens Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P. S. §459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cnjelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
& Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
' 12.Civil%bili#issueS: , \ . •< |

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards...



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more ..difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that h # e wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to i e in
a full Wefal #cu#b#t position anWke abje to make nomal;ppstui|l adyust^ejitsti Relfing
boW^aW n # s s # 0 o # p r d v # f b r # co#brt o # i e d o g # d t o » # w the Mm*! to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fe#er
foot lesions and other foot and l e | injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the aniWal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Bumatie
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane:

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention* the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Goofjhusbandry practices dictate that artyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breedii^tecito not^Heft hol% bree<$|rs, contrary to
what the breeding Community suggests

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

^Wt^4t ^ & f A ^



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg,PA 17110-9408

February 6,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on trie
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations inPennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same peoplewho(were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, e tc fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the cornm#ts submitted :by the American Society for;the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA^ on behalf of its members; and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where thf kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license. ;

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the q ^ l i ^ o
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure* the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosur̂ e houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space-Aatwould be required for a singledog. If itjh^u^s*thjee dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc. a
iX :.-;. e : ? ; ?..v %<: : / ; -%: ; : «:%r;f.i ;<:« ^> . , , r ' . ^ : : : ; : : ^ '<^^



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires theldog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proofofcurrent and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision shogd also b e a B ^
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and Joint m ^ e s from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of currenfand proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30; clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. §459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibihties;

2. S#te and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. Statelaw|relatingftp dangerous dpg^;
4. State and f W W W relating to powers,

proper use of Search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and Ademl laws rel#hg to # # & and shelters;
6. CBasics of cruelty ̂ and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Repbrt,writing andrecord-keeping;
8. Overview of the jfegal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of inte)pieting;anim^ behavior;
10: Identification of mjury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. CHvtlMifyl|ues; <

6. A new section should be added to the reg#atidns mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work A v i ^ l a w ^ It is imperative that the
department work with law er^rcen^e^ahd spec police officers, to
ensure that both the c rue l^ lawsand^

7. A new section should be added to tiie^gi^tipns reqiiiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry put the level of ^
and its regulations. Additionally, the .employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals shouW be suprvised by an MdM
and experience in proper husbandly and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of ah inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have^a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a fujl lateral recumbent position aid be able to "ri|§fe ncgcoll pqst^al Mjustments. Res#g
boards are necessity to provide for the comfort # t h e #% and to allow the animal to halve
some time away from living on grated fencing. l|fovidi*)g: resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural ehv i ro rmmt^
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over Humane
standards and survival standards are sepa0e,andcre## that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make su#an environment humaMe.

10. Contr#y to what the breeding W
proposed regulations do have a s c i # # c # u n d a # # ^ f M ' l l l r i S i l n ^ ; p j g p o s e d
reguMons are inore aldn to ac^ptabl&to
standards up to par with, ifnot above, those set f o ^ Wel#eAct Cont$ryto
the hobby breeders' conte#o%them^^
purview of # e Dog Law. Only kermels^feep, h^bor, b l o ^
transfer a cwmiatmetoted cf26oritwreS&^to wiiiitjf requiipcltocomply
with the new regulations, As a resu l^ t^hob^y breeders are sti^ejW
Goodhu^andrypjiactices#^
should comply wjmcerWhw
of the d%s. I l i i | p o | L a # ^ ; i ^
breeding!acili#. # # f p m 4 e W regu#ons willjnot af&ct h^bby bjeed|rsi wn|fa# to
what the breeding mmmunity suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement fbt proppsihg^ regulations that will improve the conditions for deigs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's eonffl^rcil l^nBels, The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Th#k you for your tifne and consideration.

;
Sincerely, ^



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Atta: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes tothe J)otLa^reg^ations., . . „ . - . ,

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dojg Law
Enforcement for proposing; amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditi$m
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania, It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise* breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), mil
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)p) for "failure of an individual to congtly with lieensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violaticm.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important cha|ge that can be made
to improve the qualily of life for dogs jn conimercial breeding facih'ties m Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain # the rej0Mons regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureauof Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens towsu^
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should he
strengthened to state that the owner must provide ̂ o o f of§^Mcmdpri^er veteiiiilry C #
for the dog." This provision should also beamended ''t|^i^lii^e::iexG^pay^ matiang and
excessively long toenailsf as WcMons 6 f ' < ^ ^ 0 i ^ ^ ^ 0 0 ^ J < ^ - . . - M ^ m -
grooming can lead to painful medical issues fordogs, ihcl#Mg skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from faui% to keep tperiails appropriiateiy trimm#d.
Moreover, the section should be amended to r e p ^ ^ check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current andprdper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 cWfying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 P.S. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State m d f e d ^

proper use of search, seWire and warrants;
5. State and fed^il laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

ref#r#l to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and

termjuaol0gy;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Aniinal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure mat both the cruelty laws and the DogLaw are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain mat the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally* it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires mat metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size, to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting hoards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, theeAgineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices, They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set form in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs m one calendar year will be requited to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding communitysuggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

O.



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Atto: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 13,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

I respectfully submit this comment on the proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing ameiidments to theD^gl4W^^#
for dogs housed and bred m e o m p ^ i t should |afeo
be noW that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The sajciie people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 flogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the cd^eAts su^bj#Ked by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty tp Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its mernters, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I Wngly mpport % folhwing:

1. The penalties in § 2L4(l)(iitj for "feilure of M individual to comply with lieensure
provisions" should be i n c r e s ^ from $25 to• $300 per clay of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be n#0ating to gle suit to #yoin operation of unlicensed kmnels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for k license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture andj# Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doublingthfi rtapire^
toimp^##a#o#l#fordog&^
pKJvisron # 6 ^ r ^ ^ This
section %uldbe fur%r s t f e h 0 # # # a d ^ % #
d o g i s h o u ^ ^ enc]k?surtf must ̂ y ^ | | ^ | i ^ p s f ^ 0 . :lb*.
all dogs. For im#Lce, if the enclosure hou^s # o dog&, it must pmvide d0#le % cage
space that wWd be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, #mW p#vide three
tWes&ecage0ace,etc. . ' / \ , -•.• :-' ; ' ,•;••. ' ' ' • > • • . : - ) : - : '• - : A i , ' : ••:•.•

4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture apd Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision 1^re«fl^sthedogw



of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof ofcurrent aiidproper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to ineitidfe excessive matting and
excessively long toenaiis as Wications of lack of jsropervel^rapy care. Inadequate
groommg can lead to painM medj^Assues for M^-^^^^^^^^i^-^&smf^
matting and leg and joint injuries -fc^''^^^)^^}1^^^'j^c^^ trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to T ^ W ^ a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of mfection,con^
poor he$h where proof of c i ^ ^

5. A new subsection should be added to $21,30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training mtheWow#gar^shouMWadW
therequ#men$set^rthin3P#§#5%^: . V ^ V ;M /

1. S## law*#lat%to dog Wising, c#rol and
owner re^r^biliies;

2. S#ean#M
a M n e g W ^ : . ' .. :•• • / ; / \

3. S^^s gating 0 d#^# d#s;
4. ^%|i##^#wrel#^

6. W^^^^/^-i^^oW^IB^^/^

& GK ê1r|̂ w of t ^ legal system, court structure and
# # # & g y ; :'. s •;}. .:.. \ . '

9. B # | # p f ^ e ^ e ^ m
10. -J^^c0M olmjury; disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Ai^^bJQar|ers; and

6. A new section should be a^d^ to t^e êgul̂ ^ons man^ t^ that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work | # l | w er^rxje|a|ot wlieti applicable. It is operative that the
departtnent work with l#ei##en#nt^ to
ensure that both the cruelty lawsanife

7. A he# section should be addM to #r9gul#pns regwring that a licensee must have
enough e n ^ y ^ s to cajtiy ̂ ^ i ^ ' ' ^ ^ 0 0 j ^ - ^ 0 ^ : ^ ; ^ ^ ^ by the # t
and &»reg0#)ri& A | d l ^ ^ j t ^ e ^ for caitefpd husbandry or
handle a|iipils.v'sbbi|^; tse;.su^visedi.-% atf i£KJivj|(M ^nowjejge, b^k|round^
and experience in ̂ proper ias*|ffiity aad ©are of dogsto supervise b#ers. TJbe licensee rijust
bece#nt#Ws#^^

8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one ano#er should be prohibW; Stocking cages
createŝ  anfunn^ia^ environment fott^ it makes observatidnofthe dogs



more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food* water, and hair to fell
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfares Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a materiaisuch as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures tW # v e Wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of su^icient siz^ to a^weae^ ^ ^ ^ en^sure to lie in
a foil lateral recumbent posiibn and be able to ri^ Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the have
some time away ftbm lfrfRg On g#ed fencing; P#viding A s # ^ bo
foot k # # @#; o # - ^ # a # ( # i ^ ^ . $ ; % d^#: \§#)W^ini::;gr%i:%t is.
impervious to nfisture #aW' a n^rr^turalirpo|ment :##e;^al;-##des a#a#
free sur&ce and enables^ dog^
lying down, and forcing ja dog toJ^ ##iane
standards and survival sindards a re ; sepa^ v ^er^ | ig ^erpror|tnentthit merely atews
for sun^val does not neeessarlfy maki su^

10. Contrary to what the breeding WugKy s#e% the engineering stao^
proposed regulations do have a i W f i e # # # # Thd ̂ ';staiiliv-yni: 'the^ptp||sed
regulations are more a W n # # ^ # % h W ' J | ^ . ^ | ^ H ^ ; ^ : ^ g i ! i e ^ p g
standardsup^o^yj^^pi^^0^^^^^^^^^i^^^.'&; CorM̂ to
the hobby breedeitB' cor|ientioii jflie^n^
p u r v i e ^ o f % e # g l ^ O % ^
transit a 4Mk0e total qfM or moire &&m'&£ ' ^ ^ ^ : 1 ^ ; ^ f t . ^ | ^ ; ^ ^ f t ^
wjm#enew#̂ ipns. ;^u^^^ri^.^^lm^^^^0mi^
Good hû baa]|ry p| ic^^
should con#ly v^ceiW&e^n#i%
ofthedogs ^ # g L w 6
breeding lejiaes. # e # # $ , # n # r e g # t ^ contrary to
whatihe breeding;communfly suggests.

Once agairf I cpmmei# W #ep9^men1 o t Agriculture and # Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcer## for pioposKg mg#tiom % W l improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's c^inniercial kenn^ The changes I have noted above will further
ensure th^ such dogs are^^



Ms. Mary Bender
Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408
February 5, 2007

RE: ID #2-152 (#2559)

Dear Ms Bender:

It has been brought to my attention that the Pennsylvania Dog Law regulations are
undergoing revision and that you are soliciting public comment. I am writing to express
strong opposition to the current revisions for a number of reasons. While it is admirable
and desirable to address the issue of dog abuse and the deplorable conditions of puppy
mills, the implementation of the proposed revised regulations (referenced above) would
be likely to have nearly the opposite effect.

I sought out a reputable breeder when the time came for our family to add a puppy to our
household. This breeder has a well-earned reputation for producing dogs that have
achieved international awards, yet this same breeder would be forced to cease her
contributions to the breed if these regulations go through. This can't be the intention of
t h e w m e r s o f m s e r e g # a # m ; #

Reputable breeders; spentt vast alfexunts of time arM moiiey Wf(3c^g^ca^mr;t][^
dogs that are the most e#mplarymBividuals of their ̂  show '
dogs, receiving training and conditioning and nutrition and health care of the highest
order, at the same time these dogs are also companions who share the breeders' home.
Under the proposed rules, these loved family members would be required to be housed in
nearly industrial conditions. That is probably one of the most unacceptable aspects of
these regulations...they essentially condemn dogs to be kept as commercial livestock,
without ever feeling the grass beneath their feet or getting to curl up on a couch or play
with other dogs. The net effect wouldbe a l i# of misery # r most dogs, regardless of
how warm and dry and clean they may be. The breeders who care most for their doigs
would be forced out of breeding and showing by the exorbitant costs of compliance with
these regulations, leaving the dog-loving public little recourse but to shop for puppies at
pet stores, which in turn procure their pups from puppy mills and commercial 'growers'
who care nothing for the happiness or welfare of their dogs, regarding them only as
commodies capable of generating a profit.

These regulations don't stop with breeders; Boarding kennel operators, grbbmers, rescue
leagues'trainers, veterinarian^ a
hmdW#ddg^wdu#c6WWer 'WreW6f th i8dahgWus^r&Md^ TWi#ac ton
the economy can't be underestimated; we are a dog-loving culture and the collapse of the
small T m n e s s e S # a t # p ^ throughout
Ad CooMbdwWta.' :: \ / ' ^ ' ' ^ ' ' " ' ' ' ^ - ' ' ' " ' - - - ^ - ' ^ - ' - '



In an effort to better the conditions for the dogs of our state, much could be accomplished
by funding more Dog Law inspectors, more frequent inspections, and expanded
education of the public in order to help buyers to locate reputable breeders whose dogs
aren't mass-produced with profit as the only incentive to breeding. I appeal to you to
rescind these changes.

Sincerely,



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proof of current and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 PS. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
7. Report-writing and record-keeping;
& Overview of the legal system, court structure and

terminology;
9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fell
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
/^4*^^J&^



Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Atta: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

February 2,2007

RE: Comments on proposed Dog Law regulations

Dear Ms. Bender,

As a concerned citizen of the state of Pennsylvania, I respectfully submit this comment on the
proposed changes to the Dog Law regulations.

First, I would like to commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing amendments to the Dog Law Regulations to improve conditions
for dogs housed and bred in commercial breeding operations in Pennsylvania. It should also
be noted that the proposed changes to the regulations do not bring hobby breeders
under the Act. The same people who were exempt from the former regulations (i.e.
hobby breeders who raise, breed, move, sell, etc. fewer than 26 dogs per year), will
continue to be exempt under the revised regulations.

Furthermore, I fully support the comments submitted by the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) on behalf of its members, and incorporate them
herein by reference. Specifically, I strongly support the following:

1. The penalties in § 21.4(l)(iii) for "failure of an individual to comply with licensure
provisions" should be increased from $25 to $300 per violation to $25 to $300 per day of
violation.

2. The Secretary should be mandating to file suit to enjoin operation of unlicensed kennels
where the kennel is not in compliance with the standards in the regulations and is unable to
qualify for a license.

3. I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
doubling the required cage size. This is perhaps the most important change that can be made
to improve the quality of life for dogs in commercial breeding facilities in Pennsylvania. This
provision should remain in the regulations regardless of opposition from breeders. This
section should be further strengthened by adding a provision stating that where more than one
dog is housed in a primary enclosure, the primary enclosure must provide adequate space for
all dogs. For instance, if the enclosure houses two dogs, it must provide double the cage
space that would be required for a single dog. If it houses three dogs, it must provide three
times the cage space, etc.



4. I also commend the Department of Agriculture and Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement for
including a provision that requires the dog wardens to visually observe the physical condition
of each dog. However, the provisions regarding orders of veterinary care should be
strengthened to state that the owner must provide "proofofcurrent and proper veterinary care
for the dog." This provision should also be amended to include excessive matting and
excessively long toenails as indications of lack of proper veterinary care. Inadequate
grooming can lead to painful medical issues for dogs, including skin lesions from excessive
matting and leg and joint injuries from failure to keep toenails appropriately trimmed.
Moreover, the section should be amended to require dog wardens to order a veterinary check
on dogs that exhibit signs of infection, contagious disease or parasite; or that appear to be in
poor health where proof of current and proper veterinary care is not provided.

5. A new subsection should be added to § 21.30 clarifying the required training for dog
wardens. Training in the following areas should be added into the regulations to expand upon
the requirements set forth in 3 PS. § 459-901:

1. State laws relating to dog licensing, control and
owner responsibilities;

2. State and federal laws relating to animal care, cruelty
and neglect;

3. State laws relating to dangerous dogs;
4. State and federal law relating to lack of arrest powers,

proper use of search, seizure and warrants;
5. State and federal laws relating to pounds and shelters;
6. Basics of cruelty and neglect investigations for

referral to appropriate authorities;
• 7 . Report-writing and record-keeping;

8. Overview of the legal system, court structure and
terminology;

9. Basics of interpreting animal behavior;
10. Identification of injury, disease, abuse and neglect in

dogs;
11. Animal hoarders; and
12. Civil liability issues.

6. A new section should be added to the regulations mandating that the Department and dog
wardens coordinate and work with law enforcement when applicable. It is imperative that the
department work with law enforcement, and specifically Humane Society police officers, to
ensure that both the cruelty laws and the Dog Law are adequately enforced.

7. A new section should be added to the regulations requiring that a licensee must have
enough employees to carry out the level of husbandry practices and care required by the Act
and its regulations. Additionally, the employees who provide for care and husbandry or
handle animals should be supervised by an individual who has the knowledge, background,
and experience in proper husbandry and care of dogs to supervise others. The licensee must
be certain that the supervisor and other employees can perform to such standards.



8. Stacking primary enclosures on top of one another should be prohibited. Stacking cages
creates an unnatural environment for the dogs. Additionally, it makes observation of the dogs
more difficult and creates sanitation problems. Even with a tray or partition between cages, it
is likely that the partitions may overflow, causing feces, urine, food, water, and hair to fall
onto the dogs located in the cages below.

9. The section on wire mesh flooring should be amended to make it at least as strict as the
federal Animal Welfare Act, which requires that metal strand flooring be greater than one-
eighth of an inch in diameter (9 gauge) or coated with a material such as plastic or fiberglass.
Language should also be added requiring that all primary enclosures that have wire mesh
flooring also have a resting board of sufficient size to allow each dog in the enclosure to lie in
a full lateral recumbent position and be able to make normal postural adjustments. Resting
boards are necessary to provide for the comfort of the dog and to allow the animal to have
some time away from living on grated fencing. Providing resting boards will result in fewer
foot lesions and other foot and leg injuries to the dogs. A solid resting surface that is
impervious to moisture is also a more natural environment for the animal, provides a draft-
free surface and enables the dog to retain its body heat. A dog feels most vulnerable when
lying down, and forcing a dog to lie over an exposed area can contribute to anxiety. Humane
standards and survival standards are separate, and creating an environment that merely allows
for survival does not necessarily make such an environment humane.

10. Contrary to what the breeding industry states, the engineering standards specified in the
proposed regulations do have a scientific foundation. The standards in the proposed
regulations are more akin to acceptable husbandry practices. They will bring the engineering
standards up to par with, if not above, those set forth in the Animal Welfare Act. Contrary to
the hobby breeders' contention, the new regulations will not bring hobby breeders under the
purview of the Dog Law. Only kennels that keep, harbor, board, shelter, sell, give away, or
transfer a cumulative total of 26 or more dogs in one calendar year will be required to comply
with the new regulations. As a result, true hobby breeders are still exempt from the law.
Good husbandry practices dictate that anyone harboring a larger number of dogs (26 or more)
should comply with certain engineering standards to ensure the health, safety, and well-being
of the dogs. The Dog Law and its regulations are aimed at regulating larger and commercial
breeding facilities. Therefore, the new regulations will not affect hobby breeders, contrary to
what the breeding community suggests.

Once again, I commend the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Dog Law
Enforcement for proposing regulations that will improve the conditions for dogs housed and
bred in Pennsylvania's commercial kennels. The changes I have noted above will further
ensure that such dogs are protected. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

\Wb\KiMbvO
t



PANTHER VALLEY KENNELS
306 WEST FRONT ST
LANSFORD, PA 1 8232

JANUARY 30, 2007

2559 REc
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awINDEPENDENT REGULATORY REVIEW COMMISSION
ATTN: ARTHUR COCCODRILLI, CHAIRMAN
333 MARKET STREET, 1 4TH FLOOR
HARRISBURG, PA 17101

DEAR CHAIRMAN COCCODRILLI,

1 AM WRITING IN RESPONSE TO THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE DOG
LAW ACT 225 WHICH WAS ISSUED ON DECEMBER 16, 2006.

WITH A FULL UNDERSTANDING THAT THE BUREAU IS TRYING TO IMPROVE
SUBSTANDARD KENNEL CONDITIONS, I AM NOT IN AGREEMENT THAT MOST
OF THE CHANGES ARE NECESSARY.

THE PROPOSED RECORD KEEPING WOULD REQUIRE ME TO WRITE DOWN THE
DATE AND TIME I WASHED EACH FOOD AND WATER BOWL, EVERY TIME A PEN
IS CLEANED; EACH INDIVIDUAL OUTSIDE RUN IS CLEANED, ETC. IT WOULD BE
BETTER FOR ME TO HAVE MY GENERAL DAILY PROCEDURES THAT I
ROUTINELY FOLLOW, IN WRITING. THIS IS SIMILAR TO HOW THE USDA
REGULATIONS ARE WORDED.

THE PROPOSED CHANGES WOULD ALSO REQUIRE THE DEMOLITION OF
PENNSYLVANIA'S LICENSED AND INSPECTED KENNELS. YET, THERE IS NO
SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR THE CHANGE. IN ADDITION, THE AVERAGE COST TO
REBUILD KENNEL WILL BE BETWEEN $ 3 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 AND $ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0

I SINCERELY URGE THAT THIS PROPOSAL BE WITHDRAWN, AS THE
BENEFICIAL OUTCOME WILL BE IN QUESTION IF THE PROPOSAL IS ADOPTED.

YOURS TRULY,



Luke Martin
7243 Rice Rd

Shippehsburg, PA 17257

January 30, 2007

Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

Dear Ms. Bender,

I am writing in response to oppose the Dog Law Regulations Act 225 recently issued on
December 16, 2006. The current regulatory proposals in general are unenforceable and
extremely onerous when put into practice.

The proposed regulations call for kennels to be specific in regard to exercise and cleaning
records. These would require a substantial increase in manpower and time dedicated to
filling out written bureaucratic reports, and it would be impossible to verify their accuracy.
This change would also divert the small business owner's time away from caring for their
animals.

The bureau already requires the name, address, acquisition date, disposition date, type of
sale, breed, sex, color, whelping date, and identification number be recorded for each and
every dog sold, transferred, adopted, or given away. I f the department wishes to enforce
the law, they already have all information needed.

Unless the kennel has purchased, sold, or transferred more than 26 dogs in a calendar year
to the individual, it is impossible for the kennel to know if the individual is required to have
a Pennsylvania kennel license.

Additionally, kennels have been custom built to comply with the Department of Agricultures
Dog Law Enforcement standards that were based on USD A standards. The proposed
changes of this section will require the demolition of licensed and inspected kennels and the
rebuilding of entirely new dimensioned kennels. The average cost per kennel will be between
$30,000.00 and $500,000.00 each.

I sincerely urge that this proposal be rescinded and the USDA standard be adopted in
Pennsylvania.

Yours Sincerely,



Anna Martin
549 Hahnstown Rd
Ephrata, PA 17522

January 30, 2007

Bureau of Dog Law Enforcement
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Attn: Ms. Mary Bender
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

Dear Ms. Bender,

I am writing in response to oppose the Dog Law Regulations Act 225 recently issued on
December 16, 2006. The current regulatory proposals in general are unenforceable and
extremely onerous when put into practice.

The proposed regulations call for kennels to be specific in regard to exercise and cleaning
records. These would require a substantial increase in manpower and time dedicated to
filling out written bureaucratic reports, and it would be impossible to verify their accuracy.
This change would also divert the small business owner's time away from caring for their
animals.

The bureau already requires the name, address, acquisition date, disposition date, type of
sale, breed, sex, color, whelping date, and identification number be recorded for each and
every dog sold, transferred, adopted, or given away. I f the department wishes to enforce
the law, they already have all information needed.

Unless the kennel has purchased, sold, or transferred more than 26 dogs in a calendar year
to the individual, it is impossible for the kennel to know if the individual is required to have
a Pennsylvania kennel license.

Additionally, kennels have been custom built to comply with the Department of Agricultures
Dog Law Enforcement standards that were based on USDA standards. The proposed
changes of this section will require the demolition of licensed and inspected kennels and the
rebuilding of entirely mw dimensioned kennels. The average cost per kennel will be between
$30,000.00 and $500,000.00 each.

I sincerely urge that this proposal be rescinded and the USDA standard be adopted in
Pennsylvania.

Yours Sincerely,


